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Abstract
The main topic of this thesis is the analysis and detection of delaminations in plate-like
structural systems, such as concrete walls, large diameter pipes, slabs and decks.
The first three chapters deal primarily with the numerical 2D modeling of delaminated
plates. In the first chapter, we present the Traction Boundary Element Method (TBEM)
that is the tool we use to model scattering of waves by cracks in elastic media. A critical
step in the TBEM is the evaluation of integrals with hypersingular kernels; we propose a
novel approach to evaluate analytically these integrals for the plane-strain cases (anti-
plane and in-plane). Finally, to test the TBEM and the analytical integrals, we study the
2-D scattering of plane waves by a single crack in an unbounded elastic medium; results
compare nicely with previous pseudo-analytical solutions.
The second and third chapters deal with the computation of Green's functions (singular
solutions) for homogeneous and laminated plates, to be used in combination with the
TBEM. In the second chapter, we present some classical modal solutions for anti-plane
waves in a homogeneous plate and in two-layer plate, and in-plane waves in a
homogeneous plate with mixed boundary conditions. In the third chapter, we present the
Thin Layer Method (TLM), which is a powerful numerical tool for the computation of
singular solutions in layered plates. Inasmuch the TLM has already been the subject of
comprehensive studies, we focus here in its performance to model the near field and
stresses for line loads and dipoles; areas of significant interest for the combination of the
TLM and the TBEM that have been yet been explored. We carry out convergence
analyses of the method for these cases of interest.
The second part of the thesis focuses on the detection of delaminations. The combination
of the TBEM and the TLM gives us a powerful tool to predict the response of plates with
known properties and delaminations (the so-called forward model). We use this tool to
model numerous configurations and study how the size and location of a delamination do
affect the response of the plate. The fourth chapter addresses the standard indirect Non
Destructive Evaluation techniques, namely the Impact-echo Method and the Sounding
Method. We carry out parametric analyses for how the size and depth of a delamination
affect the frequency response of the plate. We draw conclusions as to the limits of these
methods in detecting delaminations and estimating their sizes and locations. In the fifth
chapter, we use array-processing techniques, widely used in other areas such as
seismology and telecommunications, to unravel the wave field of delaminated plates. We
demonstrate that delaminations have a significant impact in the wave field, and that the
decomposition of the propagating field into wave-guide modes can be used for the
detection and characterization of delaminations.
In the last chapter, we review the numerical evaluation of wavenumber integrals, and
propose a new approach applicable to layered plates.
Thesis Supervisor: Eduardo Kausel
Title: Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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Motivation for modeling cracks in laminated media
The analysis of scattering of waves in laminated plates with internal cracks parallel to the
layering, also known as delaminations, is of great interest in the application of Non-
Destructive-Evaluation (NDE) techniques. The development of delaminations is a
frequent pathology in plate-like structural systems such as wall, pipes, decks, slabs and
tunnel linings. Such delaminations can grow significantly in size before manifesting
themselves on the surface, and thus remain largely invisible from the exterior. These
defects can significantly affect the structural performance of the systems in which they
arise, and may eventually lead to costly failures. Hence, early detection of incipient
defects could result in significant savings in the maintenance of these structures, and can
play a key role in the management of such systems.
Proper analysis of laminated plates with cracks, although indispensable to fully
understand the dynamic response of these systems, can be a complex and lengthy
process. To avoid this complexity, standard NDE techniques rely on very simple models
to explain the wave propagation phenomena in plates. As a result, these techniques have
a limited ability in detecting structural defects. In addition, most structural assessment
entail time-consuming examinations of local conditions, which involve costly and
lengthy exploration times.
Given the lack of accurate and reliable forward models, the first part of this thesis focuses
on the advanced analysis of delaminations in layered media. In the three chapters that
make up the first part of this thesis, we present the tools needed to build a simple, but
accurate and efficient, numerical tool for the 2-D modeling of delaminated plates. This
type of forward modeling tool can be a valuable aids to the analyst, because it allows
assessing the condition of real life structural systems via acoustic NDE techniques.
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Chapter 1 :
Scattering of elastic waves by cracks: the Traction
Boundary Integral Method
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Chapter 1: The Traction Boundary Integral Method
Introduction
The scattering of elastic waves by cracks, voids and inclusions is of interest to several
disciplines such as fracture mechanics, seismology and non-destructive evaluation, and
has been treated extensively through the years. Of particular interest is the study of
interface cracks and delaminations within composite structural systems, such as
reinforced fiber and layered plates. For simple geometries and boundary conditions,
various analytical solutions have been proposed; for more complicated problems,
numerical techniques such as Finite Elements (FEM), Finite Difference (FDM) and
Boundary Integral (BIEM) are the only viable ways to evaluate the diffraction of waves.
Among these methods, the BIEM presents several clear advantages in the analysis of
homogeneous unbounded systems; most significant among these is the implicit treatment
of the conditions at infinity (i.e. radiation and boundedness) and the moderate number of
degrees of freedom.
Though a crack can be thought of as the limiting state of a flat cavity in which the
thickness goes to zero, the conventional direct BIEM degenerates for the flat crack, and is
no longer a valid basis for numerical modeling1; thus, an alternative formulation is
needed. Early modeling approaches to crack problems relied on a replacement of the
crack by an open notch. This approach is of limited use, however, because while the
numerical conditioning improves with crack surface separation, the fidelity with which
the crack can be modeled is less than satisfactory. Another early approach is that of
multi-region modeling, introduced by Lachat 2 and Watson. This method consists in
introducing fictitious boundaries to make the conventional BIEM work. This method
entails, however, a significant penalty in computational time.
The last two decades have seen much progress in crack research, most of it centered
around the concept of the Traction Boundary Integral Equation Method (TBIEM). A
substantial portion of this research comes from the field of Fracture Mechanics, within
which the work of T. A. Cruse stands out as a leading contribution. Indeed, Cruse's
papers seem to contain the first attempts at using the TBIEM for crack problems in elastic
bodies. Significant contributions were also made in the field of Wave Propagation.
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Slidek & Slidek'A, and Takakuda5 are among the first authors to attempt a general
formulation of the crack problem focused on the analysis of diffraction of elastic waves.
In these works, the former combined the BIE and the Laplace Transform, while the latter
developed an integro-differential equation for the steady-state case. Subsequently, Niwa
and Hirose 6 formulated the general, steady state diffraction of waves by a crack in a half
space by means of Green's functions combined with single and double layer potentials.
Most of the work in the literature of BIEM relies on the so-called fundamental singular
solution for the infinite space, also known as the Stokes state. The rationale behind this
choice is that the Stokes functions are fast and easily computed. By contrast,
fundamental solutions for other systems, such as half-spaces or plates, are
computationally expensive, even if they should be more generally applicable. The choice
of the Stokes functions, however, imposes severe limitations on the degree of
heterogeneity that systems can exhibit. The reason is that the Stokes functions are based
on a homogeneous medium, so all material transitions, including external boundaries,
must be discretized with boundary elements. As a result, the number of nodes required
(and thus the size of the problem) becomes often intractably large. The current
availability of effective analytical expressions for layered systems, such as the Green's
functions of Kauself and Kausel & Peeks based on the Thin Layer Method (TLM), helps
circumvent this important limitation and opens new possibilities in the use of BIEM for
laminated plates and layered soils.
In this chapter, we develop a BIE for a crack problem starting from the dynamic
reciprocal theorem, and express the final equation in terms of dipoles (dynamic doublets)
that lie at the heart of the formulation for layered plates. Thereafter, we use this BIE to
analyze the diffraction of plane elastic waves by a plane crack in an unbounded, two-
dimensional homogeneous medium. In the chapters that follow, we combine the Green's
function based on the Thin Layer Method (TLM) with this BIE, and asses the diffraction
of elastic waves in layered plates with cracks.
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Integral theorems
Let R be a regular region with boundary B and time interval T. Consider also the
displacement vector u(x,t) and the symmetric, second-order stress tensor T(x,t), both
of which are defined in R x T , such that u e C2 2 (RxT).
elastodynamic state in R x T, if they satisfy9
We call the pair [u, T] an
(1.1)
with the displacement and stress fields u, T resulting from a body force density f acting
throughout a body with mass density p, dilatational wave speed c, and shear wave
speed cs . In addition, if u = 0 on R x T- we call the pair [u, T] an elastodynamic state
with a quiescent past (i.e. an initial value problem, or alternatively, a propagation
problem).
The dynamic reciprocal theorem states that for any two elastodynamic states [u, T] and
[u', T'] with initial conditions u(x,0) =uO, (x,0) = v0 and u'(x,0) = u',n6'(x,0)= v'
defined on R x T , the following relationship holds:
U'ds + Jp{ o o} t *uds+ fpf'*PU+ V'Uo } (.)
The operation * denotes time convolution, tn = T -n are the external tractions acting on
B, and n is the normal vector to the boundary at the integration point. The elastodynamic
states [u,T] and [u',T'] are often referred to as the real (or actual) state and the virtual
(or imagined, or ideal) state, respectively. It should be understood that these two states
are completely independent of one another.
Consider a region R with a single crack whose boundary B consists of the external
boundaries of R, BE, plus the surface delimiting the crack, Bc. We consider as real state
the field [u,T] that results from the actual, applied loads acting on the medium
tik + pfk =Pk
t = p(c2 - 2c2 ) U,,SkI + pc2 (U, +u )
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containing the crack, and as virtual state the fundamental singular solution for R without
the crack. We denote the virtual state as [g,h](j) (x, 4), which provides the displacements
and stresses at an observation station x due to a unit point load applied at the source
location in the direction of x;. This fundamental solution satisfies both the differential
equation and the boundary conditions on BE- Moreover, we only consider basic
Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions, that is, either displacements or tractions must
vanish at BE. This assumption simplifies the integral representations by confining the
integrals to Bc.
Substitution of these two states into (1.2) yields the integral representation for
displacements at any point within R, also known as Love's Integral Identity
Uk (4) = Bcn g(k) -h(k) *u ds + f*g(k)dv + IC (1.3)
To transform the integral representation for an interior point into a BIE, we must take the
evaluation point t to the surface. In the literature on the BIEM, we find several ways of
accomplishing this limiting process (for a complete description, see for instance chapter 2
in Paris & Canlas10 ). All of these assume u to be H6lder-continuous at the boundary
point, that is, when 4 -> 4B I 4B E Bc, the following inequality holds:
u(4) -u(B k-B a , for some constants k, a > 0 (1.4)
This guarantees that u can be expanded in Taylor series as u(4) = u (4,) + ( -4B i')
The final expression for the standard BIE is
e(4)uk (4) = JBc { (k) -h.(k)*u ds+ J pf * g(k)dv+IC
(kd 4E R (1.5)
e (r)= lim Jh ds = 0.5 4 E Bc (for Bc smooth)
0 4e RuBc
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The coefficient e(4) on the left that weights the displacement at the singularity depends
only on the geometry of B in the vicinity of the evaluation point; for non-smooth
boundaries, this coefficient can be computed with either the static or the dynamic
solution, because the behavior of both of these at the singularity itself (but not elsewhere)
is the same.
We can easily obtain an integral representation for stresses from (1.3) by applying the
traction operator".
tl (Q) = J{ * h -*u}ds+ pf *kdv+IC (1.6)
Repeating the same limiting process as above, we obtain the BIE for stresses as
a(4)uk () +-()tk () = Bds+ pf * tdv+IC (1.7)
In the above expressions
g -2 (x,4)gk +P (x,4) + ak (x, )]
- ah') ah (k) ah()
h =2 ( Mx, 4) g a+p (X, 4)+ a k(X, 4
with A = p(cP -2cs) and p = pcj being the Lame constants. If the boundary is smooth,
e (e Bc) = 0.5. The coefficient a (4), first noted by Guiggiani , depends on the
curvature of the boundary; it is zero for piecewise straight (flat) boundaries, but this is not
necessarily the case for smoothly curved ones. A more complete description of the
limiting process and of the free terms can be found in Guiggiani.
In the analysis of cracks, which correspond to the second problem of elastodynamics (i.e.
tractions prescribed on the boundary), it is actually the BIE for stresses that is useful.
It is important to note that the integral representation for displacements (1.3) and stresses
(1.6) are exact representations of the original problem cast in the form of partial
differential equations. No approximations have been made, so solutions to the integral
21
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representations satisfy also the original differential 13equations. For zero initial
conditions, they transform straightforwardly into the Fourier domain, yielding the well-
known Somigliana identity and the Somigliana stress identity, respectively.
BIE for the crack problem
The integral representation for stresses for a body with a flat crack of zero width is given
by
tk1 (f) = I(t*f -l h*ul}ds+ {tn * l * ds +,pf *Jdv (1.9)
Applying the boundary condition, tn (xe Bc) =0, we obtain the BIE for the flat crack
problem
(1.10)
-f h*(u*-u-J ds+ pf*-dv = 0
Solving from this expression for the jump of displacements at the crack 1u+ - u-1 , we
can then proceed to compute the total field of displacements with the help of equation
(1.3). For zero stress on the surface crack, the displacements are
U() -h() *U+ -U- ds + pf * g()dv (1.11)
The volume integrals, can be further transformed into
RPf *g d p f *g(k)(x,4)dv= RPX *g() (4, x)dv
a (, X1Jpf * jdv= PX*
= P f'
+ PC2 as ( x, ) +
g(4, X)05H
gi (x,I dv
+ p c , x)+ (4,x)jdv (1.13)
SP f *k (4, x)dV
and
(1.12)
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These are, respectively, the incident displacement field and the incident stresses on Bc,
[u',t].
Plane-strain BIE
The solution of wave scattering problems for plane-strain conditions can provide
important insights into the far more complex problem in three dimensions, which is the
reason we consider them here. In a nutshell, there are two types of plane-strain problems,
namely the anti-plane case and the in-plane case.
In the anti-plane case, there is only one component of displacement and stress that
matters and the problem involves only equivoluminal (i.e. shear) waves; the equation
parallels that of the scalar (i.e. acoustic) wave problem. With reference to Figure 1-1, we
have in this case
t~x Bc
Figure 1-1: Slit of infinite length and finite width subject to anti-plane loads
2ah~y
t, (f)= pc (x,4)*1u,+ u-Jdx (1.14)
U,() ) h (x,)fu, -u-1 dx (1.15)
By contrast, in the in-plane problem, there exist two components of displacement
(particles move within the plane), and there exist three components of stresses that result
from both irrotational (P) and equivoluminal (S) waves. Except for very special
situations, these two types of waves are fully coupled. In this case, we have
23
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p) ( x4)+ (x,) *u -u }dx+
~Fah(z) ~ 3(x) 1
t()2L (p ) (x,+ (,)*u u -d
+ 2 pc ) (x, )+2 (x,) *u - 1.1d
J[4)u(2±)- ) h (x,)+ ---ah(x,)*{u; -u-dx
BcL
(1.17)
u ()=u, ()- J[h (x,4)*{u -u-+hf(x,4)*{u -u-}]dx
Numerical solution of the BIE
When using the Green's functions computed via the TLM, it is possible to solve the BIE
in closed form. However, the required integrals are rather involved, which renders their
direct evaluation extremely tedious and ineffective. On the other hand, for most other
situations, including the case where the Stokes state is used, the BIE has no known
solution. For this reason, the numerical approach is the most appropriate way to solve the
BIE, whatever the fundamental solutions used,
A common strategy consists in discretizing the unknown field variables on the boundary
[u, T] in a fashion that parallels that used for FEM. This process transforms the BIE into
an algebraic equation that can easily be solved. The idea is to subdivide the boundary
into segments that define the so-called boundary elements (BE). Within each element, a
discrete number of nodes are chosen, and it is assumed that the field variables within the
element are completely defined by their values at the nodes via appropriate interpolation
functions. In the simplest approach, a single node at the centroid of the element is taken
and the field variables are assumed to be constant within the element. For more accurate
results and faster convergence, linear or quadratic isoparametric elements are more
appropriate. In the standard formulation, the nodes can be either all internal to the BE
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(discontinuous or non-conforming BE) or some can be shared between elements (edge
nodes). The hypersingular integrals in the traction BLEM, however, require C'
continuity1, which precludes the use of shared nodes.
The displacements and tractions for any point P within a BE are
u, (x)= N(x)-U, (1.18)
t, (x) = N(x) -T
In these expressions, Uj and Ti are column-vectors containing the displacements and
tractions on the nodes of the BE, and N is a row vector with the interpolation functions
used to obtain the field variables at any interior point in the BE from their nodal values.
Note that N depends only on the relative location of the point P to the nodes of the BE.
Considering for simplicity the anti-plane case, substitution of the expansion (1.19) into
equations (1.14) and (1.15) gives
t (2)=r PC (x,4)N(x)dx *{U -U;} (1.20)
u (4)=u I()- h( (x,4)N(x,4)dx] *{UU -- } (1.21)
Applying (1.20) at the N nodes on the boundary of the crack, we obtain a system of N
equations with N unknowns {U -U- }. The discretization process extracts the
unknowns from the integrands, so we can evaluate the matrix of coefficients and solve
for {u; -U-}.
Griffith crack (2D finite width crack)
So far, we have presented a BIE formulation for the analysis of the diffraction of elastic
waves by cracks together with a numerical scheme for solving it. Our final goal is to
study the scattering due to cracks in layered plates. Inasmuch as the interpretation of
such a complex problem can be difficult, it is desirable to first test the BIE formulation
25
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and the discretization scheme under simpler conditions, such as a crack in an infinite
space. Such a test is taken up in this section.
Mal' 5 studied analytically the diffraction of waves by a slit of infinite length and finite
width in a full space, a problem that is often referred to as a Griffith crack. As this
problem does not involve any boundaries other than those of the crack, the diffracted
field is due to the crack only, so its solution has an easier interpretation than that of a
plate.
First, we discuss the issue of the singular integrals that arise in the application of the
BIEM. For the standard formulation of the BIE in 2-D, Tadeu1 6,17 gives the result of
analytical integration for constant, linear and quadratic elements, both for the anti-plane
and the in-plane case. Here, we go one step further and present analytical expressions for
the integrals involved in modeling a crack with constant elements; these integrals entail
one more order of singularity than those in a conventional BIEM.
Fundamental solutions in a full space
The fundamental singular solutions, or Green's functions, are the basic elements in the
application of integral formulation to elastodynamic problems. On the one hand, the
analysis of voids and inclusions requires knowledge of the displacements and stresses
caused by point loads. On the other, the analysis of crack problems requires the response
functions due to dipoles. For this reason, we present below the fundamental solutions
required for full homogeneous media.
Harmonic anti-plane (SH) line load in the full space
The displacement field in an elastic, homogeneous infinite medium caused by a unit SH
line load that is parallel to the y-axis is
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Figure 1-2: Anti-plane line load and dipole
G(r,w)= i H2 (k r)
Y ~4pu (1.22)
In this expression, r = (x- x)2 +(z-zO)2 is the distance between the source and the
receiver, i = J , p is the shear modulus, ks = w/cs is the S-wavenumber where o is
the angular frequency and cs = is the S-wave velocity, p is the mass density and
HO (-) is the second Hankel function of order zero. The need for this kind of Hankel
function derives from the positive sign used for the exponential in the temporal Fourier
Transform
f (t)=-- F (w)e d''dw (1.23)
2r
Should we have used the negative sign instead, this would have necessitated the use of
the first Hankel function, HV (-).
Differentiating to obtain the strains and applying the medium's constitutive law, we
obtain the stresses
H(Y) =r,) =iks Cos H (ksr) (1.24)
where cos 0, =(x-- x )/r (x,)
27
(i = x, Z).
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Harmonic in-plane (SV-P) line load in the full space
The displacement field associated with an elastic, homogeneous, infinite medium
subjected to a unit in-plane line load contained in the x-z plane, is
F (X na 0,o
Figure 1-3: In-plane line load and dipole
G/ (r,Y)=(45j +zcos Oi cos O)4p1 (1.25)
(1.26)
The super-index i indicates the direction of the load, (i = x, Z),
C, = Cs 2(1-v)/(1-2v) is the P-wave velocity, v is Poisson's ratio, k, = (0/c,
wavenumber and the remaining symbols are as defined above.
Differentiation of equation (1.25) gives the strain field
e() = 1 GfQ +G~f
S'cos0k+dkcos , + 2 cosO Ocos 0 COS 6.
1 2Lar _ ar r
4p + cos81 + '(1 cosO, +d cosk )
r 45k2 (5kCS0 yiCS
y [ H2) (ksr) s H(2) (kpr) jH 2)(ksr)ks r IC,
2
= H( 2 ) (kpr) - H( 2 ) (ksr)
CP)
the P-
(1.27)
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Defining
X,, (r) = ,k _,_)x r=kn-2 S
CP)
H,, (kr) 
-H
and noting that
X = X2
ar
_X2 
= 2X2 
- X3
or r
we can rewrite equation (1.27) in the more compact form
-Xcos9 cos6cs+ ,os+8,s6+,os3{ OSXCO 6i CoOtk +X[gk COSOi +'k COSi + li COS Ok{
4 ks H (ks r)][e:cos 68cos9I]
Application of the constitutive law gives the stresses
H =+ P(C2 -2C2'e +2pc2C(j)ik k- mml+ 2 j 6 J P 2CS 8 ik Sk
where
= c=) + - +42+ksH (2) (ksr) cosOi
z'4p r f
Green's function for line dipoles
The Green's function for a dipole, also referred to as dynamic doublet, may easily be
18obtained from the singular load case' Let g(r,ro) be the Green's function for a line
load applied at ro, and consider two loads of equal magnitude P and opposite direction at
some small distance 2a apart. Define a to be the vector connecting the point midway
between the two loads to one of these. These forces cause a displacement field
(ksr)] (1.28)
=2 +ksHi (ksr)
r
(1.29)
(1.30)
(1.31)
(1.32)
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P
r
7 r
Figure 1-4: Dynamic doublet or dipole
u = P[g(r,r +a)-g(r,r -a)] (1.33)
The expansion in Taylor series of the Green's function is
g(r,ro ±a)=g(r,ro)±aVog+O(a2) (1.34)
In this expression, the sub-index in the gradient operator highlights the fact that it entails
differentiation with respect to the dipole position, and not the field point. Substituting
this expansion into equation (1.33) and defining the strength M of the dipole M = 2Pa,
we obtain in the limit a -+ 0
u = MfiVog (1.35)
This final expression constitutes the Green's functions for line dipoles in a full space.
Harmonic anti-plane (SH) line dipole in the full space
The Green's function for the full space depends only on the relative position to the load,
not its absolute position. Thus, differentiation with respect to the load position equals the
negative of differentiation with respect to the field point. Bearing this in mind, the
Green's function for an SH line dipole in the full space may be obtained as
u=ai.Vgo =--Vg ((1.36)
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Expanding equation (1.36), the displacement field due to a dipole with axis parallel to Xk
is
(y)k - (y) =k US 1 (2)
u G Cos H ) (ksr)Y Y~jk 4pu k (1.37)
The stresses are
H ryk=(y)k= iks j , H' 2 (ks r) kOsO.CsH (2) (kr
1~ ) 4 [~ i r S O C ~ ~ ~ J
(1.38)
Harmonic in-plane (SV-P) line dipole in the full space
From equation (1.36), the displacements in the direction "xi " due to a dipole with forces
parallel to " x " and axis parallel to " xk " are
cosOk [ V + LZ cos Oi cos Oj - 2- cos Oi cos Ot
Uf (){ = -Gj = - ar ar r
ik - 4p + cos + 0 5j cos II.r
(1.39)
Substitution of equations (1.28) and (1.29) into (1.39) gives the more compact expression
X 3 cos 0, cos Oj Cos 6J - ij cos OkksH (2 ) (ks r)
4u { 2 (8{cos ok + kcos 0, +d5k cos O]
r
(1.40)
Differentiation of the dipole Green'sfunction gives
(j)k __
ij 4u
X4 cos Ocos OcosOkcos±0 J+ 2(S jl +ilS(jk]r
Z3 15,COSOk COS 0,+ 0ik COS OiCOS 01+ (il COS OjCOS Ok
rd8,coscos , +kcos~icosO,+dcos6cos
rL±~jk COS90LCOS901 5il CO i CO 4kI k i LCOS j
-k2H 2 (ksr) i:., cos k cosg + ks H( 2) (ks r) y
r ij kI
(1.41)
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From here, strains are easily computed as
(j)k I {k H k)k r
+-s s (8 K2,3,
X 4 C rCOSOJCOSOk C
X3 5i CS k CO 1 +4ik CO jCOSO0 +6 cos CO iCOS9
i7[+ k COS6 iCOS601 +d05i COS 61 COS Ok + 05 CoOiCOS oj
4p ~IkH 2) (ksr)[j cosk cos0, + 51jCos k Cos 1 ]
Hk ( 2) (ks r) [,6 Sj, ki
2 r
Finally, the stresses are given by
[P(J~~k r(J~~k mm ii yc(Jkp(c -2c~4k,+2ceY (1.43)
where
=') 3 cos C3O ~----~~ krI 2 -k (H2) (k, r)I (1.44)
mm L(M 4 O iCSO r Sj2 Lr r 2 Sr I If
Analytical evaluation of the Singular Integrals
The next step is to evaluate the integrals of the fundamental solutions weighted by the
interpolation functions, as shown in equation (1.20). These integrals provide the matrix
of coefficients that are needed to solve for the jump (i.e. discontinuity) in displacements
at the crack.
When the integral extends along an element other than the loaded element so that the
integrand does not contain a singularity, numerical quadrature is the simplest and easiest
way to go. In this work, we shall use a five-point Gauss-Legendre rule whenever
numerical quadrature is called for.
(1.42)
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For the loaded element, however, the integrand becomes infinite at the point of
application of the load, at which point the integral is singular, although it is still
integrable. Indeed, the existence of a singular integral depends on the behavior of the
integrand in the neighborhood of the singular point. In particular, since the right hand
side of the integral representation given in equation (1.10) is a finite physical quantity,
the boundary integrals on the left should be finite too. That is, it can be argued on
physical grounds that the limit of the integral representation must exist.
In the system of equations to solve, the diagonal terms that correspond to the singular
integrals are dominant; thus, the accuracy of the BIE solution depends strongly on an
accurate evaluation of these terms. Tadeu 16,17 gives closed-form solutions for the
singular integrals that appear in the standard 2D BIE, namely the ones derived from the
Somigliana identity, for constant, linear or quadratic BE. In this work, we present closed-
form solutions for the singular integrals involved in the 2D BIE crack problem with
constant elements, whose integrands involve one more order of singularity that those in
Tadeu's work.
Singular Integrals for the Anti-plane case
For a constant BE contained in the x-y plane, the integrals in equation (1.21) and (1.20)
becomes
I= H )dx=- cosOzH (2) (ksr)dx
2 = H xL/2 = ikS L2 H 
2)(ksr) -k cos (H2)Hksr}dx (1.45)
f / Y 4 fL/2 r S
For a loaded BE, the first integrand at the origin is undetermined, while the second
integrand is the sum of a singular term plus an undetermined one. Thus, to evaluate these
integrals, we proceed indirectly by isolating a semi-cylinder just above the BE and
considering its dynamic equilibrium.
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H
pG
x0
Figure 1-5: Dynamic equilibrium on top of load
(1.46)
BE HZydS = fR HdS - fpGdV
Both integrands to the right of the equal sign in equation (1.46) are well behaved, and can
be evaluated directly.
For the line load, we have
)r L/2 . L/2
ffpGdV =-pO) f GrdrdO = -PO) 4 [ H,) (ks r) rdr da
V 0 0 ks 0 0
U[2i/;g(kL/2)H (2) (kL/2)]
SH = L aG
I H RJd f(/) IdO
=- (kL/2)H(2) (ksL/2)
while for the dipole
7r L/2 L/2
=-p0 2  G, rdrd6 =-p 2s H (2 ) (ksr)
004u0 
1
- 2 (2) L/2
2 (L12)H (ksL12)-
rdr fsin OdO
0
HO (ksr) dr
(1.48)
H,,dS =, (L/2) aGd6 = (ksL/2) 1H ksr)
0 4r=L/2
sin OdO
= [(L/2)H 2 (ksL/2)-H
- (ks L/2)H(2) (ks L/2)do
401
(1.47)
ffpGdV
V
I R
(ksL12)lks]
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Substituting into (1.46), we finally have
2
-2 Lt/2 (1.49)I2 = H(2 ) (ksr) dr - H(2 ) (ksL/2)/ks
_0
L/2
The integral f HO (ks r) dr follows directly from Abramowitz' 9
0
L/2 ksL/2
fHO ks r)dr = H 0 pd
0s 0 (1.50)
= LH ()(ks r) + r H ()(ks r) So(ks r) -H ()(ks r) S (ks r)2 04
in which So and Si are Struve functions.
Singular Integrals for the in-plane case
To evaluate the singular integrals for the in-plane case, we use the same indirect approach
described above. Below we show the final results for the integrals corresponding to line
dipoles. For line loads, the result is trivial, being equal to '/2or 0 depending on whether
the load acts in the same direction as the stress or perpendicular to it.
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cos 6 H()x +sin OH )x
cos OH{z + sin OH )z
6
P z 4 0 $
H )zdSSBE z
cos OH ()z
sin OH (x)z4-x
S + kH 2 (kL/2)
2 L/2
-kP f HO (kpr)dr
0
4X2 L - ksH ((ksL12)
Hx)dS = 2 L/2
__B 7X 2 2 L/I2Kj ~(2) (~ /)
+kS f H (ks r) dr
0jH~x)zdS =O
cosOH )x
p sin OH'z*
64-4-f-4
BE Hz)xdS =-
sB Hz)xdS =0
H )xdS =0
BE z
BE )xdS=- 2 + 1-2 ] kH kL/2)
BEH )zdS=0
4,2 +ksH
LZ2 1 (ksL/2)
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Results
Next, we present some results for the 2D analysis of the diffraction of plane waves by a
single crack in an unbounded homogeneous medium.
The first group of figures (Figure 1-6 to Figure 1-10) gives the absolute value of the jump
of displacements between opposite surfaces of the crack, often called the Crack Opening
Displacement (COD), for incident harmonic plane waves at various angles as a function
of the distance to the center of the crack. We consider separately anti-plane and
dilatational incident fields. For all cases, the crack extends between x = ±1 for a total
width of two, and the CODs are normalized by the static COD at the center of the crack.
Therefore, the curves represent how much the dynamic response differs from the static
one. We use a Poisson's ratio of 0.25 for the in-plane problem.
The curves on these figures include results for shear wavelengths that range from half to
almost four times the width of the crack (shear wavenumbers from 6 to 0.8). The
dynamic response grows initially with the frequency, to reach maximum values for
wavelengths of the order of three or four times the crack length, and then decreases
rapidly to levels below the static response. We include results for two different
discretizations, and show that the coarse discretization of 25 BE compares very well with
a fine discretization of 320 BE.
Figure 1-6 and Figure 1-7 correspond to the case of perpendicular incidence, and the
response is symmetric with respect to the center of the crack. Our results compare well
with those presented by Mal15 (Figure 3 and 4 in Mal's paper), even for the coarse
discretization. Figure 1-8 to Figure 1-10 show how the angle of incidence causes a
redistribution of maximum CODs towards the crack end that is further from the incident
field.
The second group of figures (Figure 1-11 to Figure 1-15) shows snapshots from
numerical simulations of transient plane waves impinging on a flat crack. We consider
waves propagating in an elastic medium with shear speed of 2.0 m/ms and Poisson's ratio
of 0.25, incident on a single crack 0.2 m wide at 90' (normal incidence), 450 and 00.
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We apply the TBEM in the frequency domain and use the Exponential Window Method20
to transform the solution to the time domain. For this purpose, we consider 513
frequencies, a frequency step of 0.2 kHz and a imaginary component of frequency of 0.15
kHz.
The time shape of the incident wave is that of a Ricker wavelet in all cases. This curve
presents a main positive lobe in between of two minor negatives lobes and its definition
in the frequency domain is
R (o) = 2 Atz(0.5ot) 2 e-O.5o) 2 e-A'(s (1.51)
where A is the amplitude, mot0 is the characteristic (dominant) period of the Ricker
wavelet and ts is the time at which the wavelet takes its maximum value.
Figure 1-11 and Figure 1-12 show the scattering for anti-plane waves incident at 90' and
450; an anti-plane wave traveling parallel to the crack (incidence at 00) is not scattered by
the crack. We choose a 3D representation to better show the motion of the particles, that
is perpendicular to the plane containing the points were the outputs are computed, and the
opening of the crack.
In these figures, we can clearly see the crack opening at the arrival of the wave, how the
energy is reflected back and how, soon after surpassing the crack, the gap in the wave
front starts to fill again. After the incident wave has passed, some energy is trapped in
the crack, in the form of small waves propagating from end to end of it.
Figure 1-13 to Figure 1-15 show the scattering of a dilatational plane wave. In these
cases, there are two components of motion and we present 2D representation showing the
actual particles displaced from their equilibrium position. The actual motion is scaled so
that it can be seen easily. In addition, the color of the particles lightens with distance to
their respective equilibrium positions.
Because of coupling of distortional and dilatational waves at free surfaces, dilatational
waves traveling parallel to the crack are scattered in the form of distortional waves
propagating at angle (Figure 1-15).
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In addition to the energy reflection and the crack opening, we can observe in all this three
figures the conversion of part of the dilatational wave into distorsional waves at the free
surface of the crack. After the incident wave surpass the crack, the converted energy
appears as waves traveling at a slower velocity.
In all the analyses, we use elements with a single node at their center point (constant BE).
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Figure 1-8: Jump of displacements at crack for SH plane wave incident at 45'
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Analytical solutions for waves in wave-guides:
Some simple problems
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Introduction
In this chapter, we present analytical solutions to several simple problems of propagation
of waves in plates, namely, a homogeneous plate under anti-plane loading, a
homogeneous plate with hybrid boundary conditions under in-plane loading, and a two-
layer plate under anti-plane loading.
Introduction of these examples here is not arbitrary, but serves several purposes. First,
they provide an introduction to the modal analysis of waves in layered media. Second,
they are yardstick against which we can compare the Green's functions computed via the
Thin Layer Method (TLM) introduced in the next chapter; this comparison helps also
establish guidelines in regard to the number of layers needed in the TLM. Third, the
analytical solutions in this chapter can be used as fundamental solutions for the Boundary
Integral Equation in the previous chapter, so they can be applied to the study of cracks in
plates with mixed boundary conditions. Finally, the modal solutions for homogeneous
plates can exhibit convergence problems in the near field, so we use the reference
solution to address this problem and propose a simple solution.
Harmonic anti-plane (SH) line load in homogeneous plate
First, we consider the simple case of SH waves propagating in a homogeneous plate of
thickness h with traction free surfaces. The equation of motion is
,hb, ( x, z,t
z
x
Figure 2-1: Homogeneous free plate subject to anti-plane load
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a2[___ a2
P - -t " -+L-- = b, (x, Z' t)
at2 I a 2
(2.1)
Substitution into equation (2.1) of trial solutions of the form v(x, zt) =V (z) e
gives
d 2V _
dz2
(2.2)
where K2 = k2 -k 2 , k5 = cs , cs = up and k is the horizontal wavenumber.
Equation (2.2) has solutions of the form V = Acos (Kz) + Bsin (Kz). Applying the
boundary conditions av/az =0, we obtain the dispersion relationship and the modal
z=h
shapes in the plate as
k 2 = k2 -a2
" " a
V" = cos (a,,z) (2.-3)
in which a = nfr/h.
Green's function for line loads
Next, consider a unit line load at x=O and z=zo,
Substitution into equation (2.1) and transformation into the frequency-wavenumber
domain gives
p(02V+p[ 2 k2V
Assuming a solution of the form
K2
-=
=-1(z-zO)
V 0, cos(an z), we have
an n cos(anz)=-O(z-ZO)/p
(2.4)
(2.5)
b, (X, Z, t) =4(t) 9(x05(Z - ZO) .
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To compute the modal participation factors, ,, we multiply equation (2.5) by a generic
modal shape and integrate over the thickness of the plate, so as to take advantage of the
orthogonality of the modes. The solution in the time-wavenumber domain becomes
1 "2cos(anzO)cos(az)V =-- 2k2 2)puh (wmcs -k n =1 ph (kn2 -k2
(2.6)
Finally, transforming the solution back into the space domain, the frequency-space
Green's function for the plate is
G (W, x, z) =V (W, x, z) = i elIksIXI + cos(anz 0)cos(anz)eik"I'I
puh t2ks n=1 kn
Stresses are easily obtained from equation (2.7) as
H, (C, x, z)
H, (C, x, z)
I f -iks 1X| c
= I-, (a), x, Z)=- 2 +Tcos(anz )c
= g (W, x, z) = ' I{ "-cos (an z, )sin (anzh n=1 kn
Green's function for line dipoles
As shown previously, the Green's function for a line dipole may be readily obtained from
the line load case as
U= ^Vog (2.9)
Applying (2.9) to the previous results, the Green's function and stresses for a unit dipole
with vertical axis are, respectively
(2.10)
(2.7)
}os (anz) e"' 
) e-ik" IxI
(2.8)
V (,x )- - a" sin (a,,z,, ) cos (a,, z) e ik"Il
puh n=1 kn
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r,(w,x,z) = + {a,, sin(anzo)cos(anz)e-ikIx}
{ } 
(2.11)
-r, (w, X, Z)=- 2 sin (a,, z, )sin (an z) e-ik,,"h n=1 kn
Displacements and stresses directly above and below the loads
In general, the previous expressions converge rather fast, due mainly to the fast decay of
the exponential term. At the point of application of loads, however, both displacement
and stress fields present singularities. Furthermore, note that for any given abscissa,
these expressions are similar to a Fourier series, which are known to exhibit convergence
problems in the vicinity of discontinuities. So, when attempting to evaluate these
expressions immediately above or below the load, we expect to encounter convergence
problems.
On the other hand, when applying the BIEM, we are actually interested in the integral
over the loaded element, which partially disposes of some of the convergence problems
near the singularity. Still, special care is required to properly represent the jumps in both
displacements and stresses.
Stress immediately above a line load
Consider the interval x = a , such that Ix, I< a. The integral of stresses over this
interval is
- (w,x,z) =n f cos(an z)sin(an z) f aeixdx
h n1 ka
--2 ika
ELncos (anz,) )sin (an z)([cos (k xe-i" -]
n=1 n
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Applying (2.3),
'(Wx,z)= { cos(a.z,,) sin (anz) [cos (knx) e-ika ]
Cos (a,,z )sin (anz)[cos(kx)e-ik"a
an - 1]
This expression can be further transformed into
L2Sjcos (kx) ikna
k 2 nX
2 cos (anz0 )sin (anz)
h n=1 an
k }
(2.14)
+zh z<zo
Sz/h - I z > zo
This expression explicitly demonstrates the discontinuity.
Displacement immediately above a line dipole
Proceeding as previously, the integral of the displacements over the interval x, = ±a due
to a line dipole is
sin (anzO ) cos (a z)[
an L( k cos (kx) eiknakn ) (2.15)
( zo - h)ph z < zo
/zo ph z > zo
Accelerating the convergence of modal solutions
It is a well-known fact that the truncated Fourier series representation of a discontinuous
function,
N
g(x)= cke" (2.16)
k=-N
presents ripples in the proximity of the discontinuity.
Gibbs phenomenon.
This is often referred to as the
(2.13)
2
{n=1
55
Tr'(w, x,Z) =
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Lanczos observed that the ripples have periods of either the last term kept or the first term
discarded in the series, and he argued that averaging the truncated series over this period
would remove the main effect of the ripples. This averaging process can be
accomplished by multiplying the terms of the truncated series by some smoothing factors.
Lanczos proposed multiplicative factors of the form a (N, k) = sin(,Tk/N)/()rk/N);
other smoothing factors widely used are Fejer's, c(N, k) = (N - k)/N. These factors
average out the ripples and provide for a faster and smoother convergence to the true
value.
The same ripples occur when we use equation (2.12) to compute stresses. Using
Lanczos' smoothing factors to increase the convergence rate, equation (2.12) becomes
2
y ( ,Z) -hh
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
.0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
N [sin (srn/N) la
ElN cos(an z0 )sin (anz) [1- cos (kx)e ik" (2.17)
n=1 L vn/N k-in2
cumulative stress at line load abcsissa for N=50
-0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2
stress (real part)
0.3 0.4 0.5
Figure 2-2: Cumulative stress at load abcisa
The Gibbs phenomenon is of great importance in Fourier analysis and Digital Filtering;
detailed explanations can be found in books dealing with these topics.
- (1.12)
Smoothed (11.
(1.14)
--
16)-
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Concerning the stresses at the location of the load, we can use the fact that Fourier series
converge to the average value of the function at the discontinuity. Since this average is
zero, we simply need to add or subtract one half of the applied force to the value given by
equation (2.17).
Stresses for uniform line dipole in homogeneous plate
Stresses due to dipoles present a strong singularity for which simple direct integration is
not enough. To evaluate the integrals in the vicinity of this singularity, we apply a point
dipole at (0, zo), isolate a rectangular prism between x a and consider its equilibrium.
S SR
a2v
Zt Y
y0
~Zo
Figure 2-3: Equilibrium above dipole
JSRAdsY- frds- fSr ds- j p dv= (2.18)
Of these four integrals, the first two and the last one can be evaluated in a direct way.
Using equations (2.10) and (2.11), we have
L p dv=- _ sin(anzo)[2 feik-xdx+ eikdx] f cos (az) dz
2 n=1 n(2.19)
= 2k sin(a.zo)sin(anz)((-e ik-e i- e-ik-sin(k
h n
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fRs- f - s ln n (az 0 )[e -ik,(a+x) + -ik(a-x) cos(anz)dz
2 ikna(2.20)
= E sin (azo )sin (az)e~" cos(knx)
Then, substitution into (2.18) gives
Ba ZYd = sin (an zo )sin (an z 2 (cos ( kx j e-ikn" - -Cos ( kx j -ik""(221Jn=1Zk n ~]coknX)e Ina(2.21)
Harmonic in-plane (SV-P) waves in homogeneous plate with mixed
boundary conditions
We consider next a simple case of SV-P waves. The analysis of in-plane waves that
propagate in layered media is rather complex, and while there are analytical solutions in
the frequency-wavenumber domain, their inversion usually requires numerical
techniques. However, for an homogeneous plate with mixed boundary conditions, the
SV and the P waves decouple, simplifying the analysis and allowing for an analytical
solution in terms of a sums of modes. While this case has limited practical use, it can be
very useful as a benchmark for the TLM solutions.
Vertically restrained plate
The equations of motion for in-plane waves propagating in an elastic medium are
Figure 2-4: Vertically restrained plate subject to in-plane load
h
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a 2u
+ p) -a-a
Saxaz
a2w
--- +PV2U+f,=
axaz
+ W}+JpV2w+f=
azz 2
a 2U
Pat2
(2.22)
a2W
at2
Applying the boundary conditions wIo = rjZXo =0, the solution of the homogeneous
equations gives the dispersion curves and the corresponding modal shapes
(wo/c,) 2 = 2 +k 2
(W/cs )2 =a,2+ k2
m = 0,1,2.. .(P-modes)
n =1,2,3...(SV-modes)
U,= ikcos(a,,z)e'(k'a
Here an = ns/h ,
{WM = am sin (am z) e' ) (P-modes) (2.24)
(SV-modes) (2.25)
W= -k sin (anz) e
a, = mi/h and k is the horizontal wavenumber. A complete
derivation of these equations can be found in Graff2 l (but it should be observed that in
this reference, a negative sign convention is used for the exponential term for the
frequency).
To solve the non-homogeneous equations, we try a solution based on the modal shapes of
the form
u ={i Akcos(az)+ijBnan cos(anz) e'('-)
(2.26)
W= { Aa, sin(az)-XBnk sin (anz)} ei(At)
,n=0 n=1I
(2.23)
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After substitution into the equations of motion, we obtain
[C2ik2c 2 ] COS (a,,Z) -C" 
_a W2 ]-fCOS (a" Z)F
( } +XB {ia=) *:} (2.27)
,n=0 a,, [C2 Rm 2, ] sin (a az n=1 -k[ _cR 2]o> sin (a,, z)j p F
Here c =(A+ 2u)/p , cS = /p, R k2= +a and F= L f e ~ )dxdt
To compute the modal participation factors Am and B,,, we make use of the orthogonality
of the modes. Multiplication of the first equation by cos(aiz) and of the second by
sin (aiz), and integration over the whole depth h gives
ik [C2Ri2_-v] ia,[c2R2 2 5hA 1 1 rIFcos(az)dz]
=- z=1,2,3...
{a[c R - 0j2] -k c[R2 -C2] .5hBj P rFzsin(azdz (2.28)
ik [c k2 - W2hA = f Fdz
p
In view of this result, we may express the solution as
U = iAok +iE(Ak + Bca)cos(anz) ei()
f n=1(2.29)
w = E (An - Bk) sin(an z e
n=1
The modal factors are
A 2 -k[c R -W2] ia, R -2 F cos(z)dzAn = S Sn CO (anZ)1d i =1 123...{n phD 
-a, c R -2] ikcR R 2] Fz sin(anz)dz (2.30)
A0 = [C 2W Fdz
ikc k2- ]ph
with
D = -iR 12 [c R2 -W2][c2R 2 _W2] (2.31)
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Green's function for horizontal load
Consider now a concentrated horizontal line load,
F= E f fxeik I dxdt = L L5(z - z)6(x) 6 (t) e*" "adxdt = S(z -z )e'k"a
(2.32)
F, = L fe"~")dxdt =O
Then
AkBa--2i(ciR,2 _w2)cos (a z )
" ph2c R 2-2]c2R-w]
= 2ic k(ci -c )cos(atz 0 )
phc R_ -2]C R2 _ 2
ikA0 = 1
phc k2 _ 2
Substitution into equation (2.29) gives
2(c2Rn -)cos(anz)cos(anzO)
ph ck - =1 ph~cR R 2 [c R-
- 2i(c2 -c )kan sin(anz)cos(anz,)(h()
n=1 ph~c Rw-][c R -)2 U
Inversion of this result into the space domain by contour integration is straightforward.
The contour of integration must include the poles in the fourth quadrant (positive real part
to satisfy the radiation condition, and negative imaginary part to have a bounded
response), which are
k k - an ks > an
-al-k S ks <anran = { k n (2.35)
kk -an k, >an
k =
-ifa, -ki k < a,
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Green's function for vertical load
For a vertical line load,
F, = fie ~)dxdt =0 (2.36)
Fz = fi ffkex~X)dxdt = fi fl (z - z )6(x)o(t)e ~dxdt = (z- z0,e O~-)
the results are
-2 C~ (c' c)cos(q,z)sin (q,,zo)_e
1 Cn _hc W2 ]o [C2 R2 -_ (n =1 h P '0 2( 2 .3 7 )
2(ck' + C2- w2) sin (anz) sin (anz) 
_(W= c
n=1 ph - R _W2
Horizontally restrained plate
The dispersion curves for a horizontally restrained plate are those of a vertically
restrained plate, except that now m = 1,2,3... and n = 0,1,2,3.... The modal shapes are
Figure 2-5: Horizontally restrained plate subject to in-plane load
{w inco (am z) e i'(k~wt) (P-modes) (2.38)
W=-a, cos (a, z) e(kwt)
U i a, s n( n ) _'( x~ t)(S V -m o d es) (2 .39 )
W k cos (anz) e-'k-
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Hybrid plate
We can obtain the displacements field of a plate with horizontal restraints on one surface
and vertical restraints on the other from the previous two cases by simple symmetry and
anti-symmetry considerations.
The anti-symmetric modes of a vertically restrained plate, i.e. those for odd values of m,
show no horizontal displacement at the center. Therefore, the addition of horizontal
restraints at this location does not affect these modes. Dropping the symmetric modes in
equations (2.24) and (2.25), and including a factor two to account for the increased depth
we obtain the modes of the hybrid case
h
Figure 2-6: Hybrid plate
u =ikcos($,mz)ei(){ co/sin (Jmz) e i'(kxh ) (P-m odes) (2.40)
W=8,,sin(fl,,z) e'O
U i$6 cos (,nz) e-'k-
(SV-modes) (2.41)
w=k sin (,8.z) e
Here fn =a,/2=0.5nhr/(2h), ,, =a, /2=mr/(2h) and n,m=1,3,5...
Because these modes are of the same form of those in (2.24) and (2.25), the Green's
function may be obtained from those of the vertically restrained plate by replacing 8, for
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a, and adding the odd terms only. The poles that need be included in the contour of
integration are
k-k> - k
Xsyn =_:
n {-ig -kS ks < fi (2.42)
k -Q k,>Q
Pn {V 2
Table of Green's functions
The following table collects the frequency-space Green's functions for the various cases.
The Green's functions for dipoles may then be obtained by simple differentiation.
In the evaluation of stresses at the abscissa of the load, we encounter the same
convergence issues we find in the anti-plane. For the in-plane case however there are two
components of stresses, one parallel to the load and one perpendicular to it. Of the two,
only the one parallel to the load is discontinuous at it; the other one shows either a
maximum or a minimum. The Lanczos' factors are only applicable for the stress
component that shows the discontinuity; if used with the other one they will bias the
response.
V e r tic a lly 
=a ±i p - k vl l] C S( " Z
retaie 0.ko~ "+=+ 1uk 23a [eik'"4 - e-iksvnxIcos(anz) sin (an z0)platage 
- s in (a z,
p [ .5ksvn x -ikp nx] nW nzo 2 eik"Ix +k ksvn ]sin ( az) sin (ua+ z0 )
n=1 Sv p s n=1 pn~
iwt-
2 n [eiksvnx _.eik~nx ]s naz)cos(anz0)
Horizontally iia -[~ 2 ikx- iPIx i a " (
restrained lhk' efk'" 1 +kPO ns(az1 sin(a z) u = k 2e - s O ,
plate = ___ , ~ k~ -i ~5s voiso
plt = hk 2  e-ikL" 4 I -ik p," cos W an z) sin (an 
zn zohks{z.sksv e~zo)oI
k-ik n x +k svCos anz Cos(anz )
nn=1 
_ P
1uhk n=15
H bri dontaxl( i,6c&n[ 2 u1 + i 'a l i k Ix)
U = 2l "n e -ikv,,IxI+ e- " | si ( nz) s ( z u 2 an [e-'s~ e s(anz)si(n$z,)prk n=1 k gsn hks n=1
W = +, 2 a einx - x~ COSi (an z) s (n o - h n22+ZyeSn(j Z Sphks n=1ss. ph sn=,s n
Horizontal load Vertical load
Horizontal load
' --kpIa
es +Ze Cos (a ) Cos (a Z)tk 2 + e ik cos(anz)cos(nZo)
"z k+2Z a e e- cos(az)cos(anz j
n=1
2k -k ]+ e 'A cos (anz)cos (az,)
e1) -+e 2 n=
Z hk 12i an [e-ip 
- e-i~ I COS(anZ)COS(anZo)
,= --k -- iks+,e ,2.1.[ ksv,,) +~ 2k~ne' j A~qsin(qnz)cos(arz0 )
Vertical load
k an e-ikp ksn ,, cos(zz)sin(a, z,
" k 2E ank e-ik, +kSye cos(a.z)ssini(an z,
n=1 _Pn
k I e~a. ci,,Aos (an z) sin (a. ).
-ie n=1 kPn
hk2 
-2j an k,,eik I'x -kSsyee ksvt cos (anz) sin (an zo)
-st
e i-~ 2a,, (e-"'- -'k IAv ) + k 2e-"'- I ] sin (an z)sin (an z0
US n=1
T
Vertically
restrained
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2-layer plate subject to harmonic anti-plane line loads
The third case we consider for analytical treatment is that of a free-free plate with two
material layers, each one of which has distinct properties and its own equation of motion.
Layer2
a2V
at 2
Fa v x
-PL 2 + - =by,(x, z, t)
ax az
L = 1,2 (2.43)
There are now four boundary conditions: free edge at top and bottom, and continuity of
displacements and stresses at the interface of the layers.
We consider first the homogeneous equation, to which we apply trial functions of the
form v(x, z,t) = F (z)e*" . The result is of the form
d 2  2
2 +K 2 =0dz2
(2.44)
where K=k~ -ks2_ 2ksL = (/CSL and CSL = VlIPL . Note that the continuity of stresses
and displacements at the interface demands the horizontal wavenumber to be the same in
both layers.
These equations have solutions of the form V = AL cos (KLz) + BL sin (KLz), which upon
substitution of the boundary conditions leads to
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aV/az = i , (-A sin (cH + B, cos (K(H()) = 0
aF/az = K2 (-A 2 sin ( K2 0)+B 2 cos (K2 0)) =0 (2.45)
A cos (iKh) + B, sin (Kh) = A2 cos (iK2h)+ B2 sin (K2h)
K1 (-A, sin (Kh) + B, cos (xch)) = K2 (-A2 sin (K2h) + B 2 cos (iK2 h))
From the first two equations,
B = A tan (K1H) (2.46)
B2 =0
and substitution of (2.46) into the last two boundary conditions yields
cos(Kih)+sin(Kh)tan(KH) 
-cos(K 2h) A 0
/K,(-sin(iKh)+cos(iKh)tan(KH)) Pu2 K2 sin(K 2h)) (2.47)
By setting the determinant of the square matrix to zero, we get the dispersion relationship
pl2K2 tan (K2h) = -AK, tan (Kq (H -h)) (2.48)
The modal shapes are
f cos (K1 z)+ tan (K,,H )sin (Ki, z) (2.49)
V" [cos(K1lh) + tan (KInH) sin(K 1 h)]cos(K2nz)/coS (K2nh)
The dispersion curves
The problem to solve is: given the frequency c, determine the wavenumbers k that satisfy
the wave equations and boundary conditions without the need for external loads (i.e. the
normal modes of wave propagation). The function k(w) thus obtained is referred to as the
dispersion relationship. To this effect, and assuming the top layer to be slower one, we
define q = cS1 /cs2 <1 and x = k/k i , and rewrite equation (2.48) as
p/12 _ 2 tan [(wh/csi)r/ _7-T _ = -,iI- tan [(ro(H - h)/cs,) 41- -7 ](2.50)
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For any given frequency, we can identify three regions
1. X2 >1: the argument of the tangents on both sides are imaginary numbers, which
changes them into hyperbolic tangents. Thus, the dispersion equation becomes
p 72 -q/ 2 tanh [(wh/csi) Z2 _]= ,u 2 -1 tanh[(w(H -h)/cs1) x2 -1](2.51)
In this interval there are no real roots, since the right hand side (r.h.s.) is always
positive while the left hand side (l.h.s.) is always negative.
2. 1> ,,72: Now, the tangent on the r.h.s. has branches that intersect the
hyperbolic tangent on the L.h.s. at discrete points. If we subdivide this interval
into sub-intervals by the values of X2 at which the tangent is unbounded, we find
that every sub-interval contains just a single root. The modes corresponding to
these roots propagate only in the top layer (the slow layer); while, in the bottom
layer they decay exponentially with depth.
3. X 2 <cq 2 : In this interval, there are two families of tangents of opposite sign.
Subdividing it by the values of X2 at which both families are unbounded, in every
sub-interval there is one and only one root. As a special case, if for any value of
X2 both branches are unbounded then this value is an actual root, too. In this
interval, the modes propagate in both layers.
Given the simple structure of the dispersion equation for this case, it is very easy to
search for the roots numerically following the subdivision scheme explained above.
Dispersion equation for given frequency (ro 2=0.44)
30
20
10
-0.5 0 0.5 1
(k/kl)2
Figure 2-7: Root of the dispersion equation for a two-layer plate
Green's function for line loads
Considering unit line load, by (x,z,t)=8(t)S(x)1(z-z ), and a solution of the form
I = I 0, , we have
n
n K=O - K - z - zo )/ ,
Here, we also can use the orthogonality of the modes to compute the modal factors
_ = [iH/2 cos 2 (K 1MH) +u sin (2KInA) 1 - (KM/K 2 n )2 ]/4K coS
2 (KIH){+ h p2cos 2 (K1 A) -p + (pI1 KVI /U 2K2n )2 sin2 (KA)]/2cos2 (KH) (2.53)
n~m
Finally, the Green's function in the time-wavenumber domain is
Vn (k, z, t)= 2 kV2fl( Z
n=O (kn2-k2) r"L nVadzn
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Chapter 3 :
Singular solutions for layered plates: The Thin
Layer Method (TLM)
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Introduction
The classical approach to the study of waves in wave-guides and layered media involves
the use of Integral Transforms, such as the Fourier and Hankel transforms. The
application of these transforms reduces the dimensionality of the wave equation, yielding
in the case of layered media an equation in which depth is the only variable, namely the
depth-dependent equation. This approach is equivalent to the method of Separation of
Variables. Usually, the depth-dependent equation is much easier to handle, and after its
solution has been found, it must be transformed back into the original space. For simple
cases, analytical transformation via contour integration is possible; cases that are more
complicated require numerical integration or other approximate methods.
The back transformation by means of numerical techniques will generally require a large
number of points in the frequency-wavenumber domain. Therefore, a fast and reliable
method to solve the wave equation in the transformed space is critical to the applicability
of Integral Transforms. Among the possible different approaches to handle the
transformed equation are the Transfer Matrix Method, the Direct Global method, the use
of Stiffness Matrices and the TLM.
The first numerical attempt at this problem is the Transfer Matrix Approach presented by
Thomson and Haskell23. In this approach, the medium is first divided into a set of
homogeneous layers. Thereafter, a so-called Transfer Matrix (T-Matrices) relating the
stresses and displacements at one interface to those at the other interface is built for each
and every layer. Using the continuity conditions at the interfaces, the state between any
two interfaces on the media can then be related via a simple matrix equation, which is
obtained by multiplying the T-Matrices for the layers contained between these two
arbitrary interfaces. While the T-matrix approach requires moderate computational effort
and memory, it suffers from serious numerical shortcomings that relate to the numerical
stability of some of the terms that couple one layer to the next, particularly at high
frequencies and/or when the layers are thick in comparison to the dominant wavelengths.
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Kausel & Roesset24 presented and alternative method based on Stiffness Matrices, which
they derived directly from the T-matrices. While in principle fully equivalent to the T-
matrix approach, the use of stiffness matrices has the significant advantage of avoiding
the numerical instabilities of the T-matrices, they are fully symmetric, and their
bandwidth is half as large as that of the T-matrices. In addition, they allows for the use of
sub-structuring, condensation and the simultaneous treatment for multiple loadings.
Finally, they lead naturally to the TLM.
The Direct Global Method 2, developed by Schmidt in the 80s, uses a global element
formulation in which each layer is represented in terms of so-called propagators. It
differs from the stiffness matrix method in that the unknowns are wave amplitudes
instead of interface displacements. As a result, the global matrix has twice the bandwidth
of the global stiffness matrix, and in addition, it is not symmetric. Thus, it is substantially
less efficient than the stiffness matrix approach.
The formulations summarized above share a common inefficiency, namely they all
involve transcendental functions as arguments in the matrices. These make a closed form
evaluation of the integral transform all but intractable. On the other hand, if the
thicknesses of the layers are small as compared to the wavelengths of interest, it is
possible to linearize the transcendental functions that govern the displacements. This
procedure, initially proposed by Lysmer and Waas, led in time to the TLM. The
compelling advantage of this approach is that the substitution of the transcendental
expressions by algebraic ones allows for analytical computation of at least one of the
integral transforms required, either that over wavenumbers, or the one over frequencies.
Another appealing feature of special interest for this research is that it provides an elegant
26and easy way to implement the Green's functions for layered plates
The formulation of the TLM was initially obtained from a limiting process, and
subsequently derived by Waas27 using variational principles. In this report, we will
derive the TLM equation using principles of Weighted Residuals as suggested by
Kausel 28 ,29.
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Discrete model for the anti-plane problem
Consider a horizontally stratified elastic plate subject to anti-plane loading, and a
Cartesian coordinate system with y-axis parallel to the motion of the particles and z-axis
perpendicular to the layering (Figure 3-1). The differential equation of motion is
H ,,b ( x, z, tlb(XZIt
Figure 3-1: Plate subject to anti-plane load
p(z) a2v(x, z) - p(z)V'v(x, z)= p(z) f, (x, z)= by (x, z) (3.1)
at,
In the TLM, we approximate the plate as an assemblage of homogeneous layers that are
thin in comparison to the wave lengths expected to be involved in the analysis. Within
each thin layer, we assume that the displacements at any depth can be determined by
numerical interpolation of the displacements at a fixed, but arbitrary number n of
conveniently chosen layer interfaces which are akin to nodes in a conventional finite
element formulation. The most common choices are n=2 or n=3, which lead to linear and
quadratic layers, respectively. For a generic thin layer m, the displacement at any point is
given by
v(x, z,t) = N(z)- U. (x,t) (3.2)
In this expression, Un is a column vector containing the n nodal displacements and N is a
row vector with n interpolation functions. Note that the nodal displacements are only
function of x and t, while the interpolation functions depend only on z. While the
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numbering of the nodes is arbitrary, we choose to number them downwards (opposite to
increasing values of z); thus, the first node is at the top while the last is at the bottom.
The first step in the derivation of the Discrete Equation of Motion is to isolate a thin layer
of thickness h from the plate, and apply external tractions T1 and T. at its top and bottom
boundaries equal and opposite to the actual internal stresses, r and zr, so as to preserve
equilibrium. Substitution of the approximated displacements, equation (3.2), into the
wave equation (3.1) gives some residual body force, r, due to the difference between the
approximated and the actual displacements, and some residual tractions at the boundaries
r =b, -- pmNUm +pm [N"Um+ NU,] (3.3)
q, = T -r, (i =1, n) (3.4)
Next, we require the work performed by the residual force and tractions throughout an
elementary volume of the thin layer (dx- dy -h) under any compatible virtual field of
displacements to be zero (method of Weighted Residuals). Choosing a virtual
displacement of the form dv = N - Um,, we obtain
SUmT -{Qm + f'[NT -b, -pmN T NU, +pmN T (N"Um +NU",)]dzldxdy =0 (3.5)
Here, Qn is column vector of the same dimensions as Un with all of its components zero
except the first and last elements that are the residual tractions at the top and bottom of
the thin layer respectively.
-T, ~ N'Q ~
Q,: U, (xt) (3.6)
_TN_ 
-N'|z
Because this must hold for any virtual displacement, after substitution of (3.6) into (3.5),
we obtain
P, = MmU, - AU" +GU, ((3.7)
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Pm =T+ y1NTbIdz - N'| I
M, = fpNTNdz G p : -N=N dz (3.8)
T z. -N' |zAm = 11,N T Ndz -{1}
Now that we have the equilibrium equation for a single thin layer subject to external
forces and equilibrating tractions T1 and T., (3.7), assembling the equations for all the
layers gives us the Discrete Equilibrium Equation for the whole system. The final
equation includes only actual forces, as the equilibrating internal forces cancel each other
out in the assembling process.
Discrete model for the in-plane problem
For the SV-P problem, we have two coupled differential equations
(Ap) 2+-w}+,pV2U+f= 2U
+,) W }{z ' t (3.9)
(+a) -2 U aW +V 2W +f =p (29
axaz az2  at
2
Repeating the same process as before, we obtain for a single layer the following
equilibrium equation, where we have dropped the sub-index m,
P=MU-AU"-BU'+GU (3.10)
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P=T+ 1N Tbdz
M= fpN TNdz
A= N TA+ 2pu 0 Ndz
N' (3.11)
G = -n -. -NT A+2u0N">dzZ [2 N'[2_ 0 p]
(A +2u)[:
-N'iQ
In these expressions, the top half of the vector of nodal displacements corresponds to the
horizontal displacements and the bottom half to the vertical displacements. In addition,
NT-
the interpolation matrix is NT = N T ] where N is a row vector that contains the
- NT
same interpolation functions used for the anti-plane case.
Solution of the discrete equation of motion
To solve the discrete equation of motion, we begin by Fourier transforming the horizontal
coordinate x into the horizontal wavenumber k
P(k, t)= MU+(k2A +ikB+G)U (3.12)
in which the direct and inverse integral transformation are defined as
U= LU exp(ikx)dx
(3.13)
U 2zE Uexp (-ikx A
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There exist at least four alternative ways of solving this equation29.
" Use a finite differences scheme to solve at each t, integrate numerically over
wavenumbers, and march forward in time.
" Transform equation (3.12) into the frequency domain, solve in the frequency
domain and integrate numerically over both frequencies and wavenumbers.
" Transform equation (3.12) into the frequency domain, at each frequency solve an
eigenvalue problem for wavenumbers, integrate analytically over wavenumbers
and then numerically over frequency.
" Transform equation (3.12) into the frequency domain, solve at each wavenumber
an eigenvalues for frequencies, integrate analytically over frequencies and then
numerically over wavenumbers 28.
Of these four alternatives, the first solution is the most expensive and is computationally
unattractive; in the second alternative, there is no actual incentive to use the discrete
solution over the continuous solutions (T-matrix approach or others); and, between the
last two, the third alternative (modal solution in the frequency domain) presents clear
advantages both in manageability and computational effort. In particular, it allows for
easy computation of stresses and easy modeling of material damping. Also, because the
integration over wavenumber is performed analytically, there is no spatial aliasing and
thus no limitation in maximum range. Its principal disadvantage is that it requires
solving a quadratic eigenvalue problem with complex eigenvalues at each frequency.
Modal solution in the frequency domain
The modal solution in the frequency domain of the discrete equation of motion parallels
that of the continuous model. First, we transform the equation of motion into the
frequency-wavenumber domain. Second, for every frequency in the analysis, we solve
the homogeneous equation (no external forces) and obtain the modes that propagate in
the plate at that given frequency. Next, we find the solution of the inhomogeneous
equation as a linear combination of the modes previously computed and invert the
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solution into the frequency-space domain by means of contour integration, as alluded to
previously. Finally, the inversion from frequency into time domain must be performed
numerically, by means of either numerical integration techniques or using the Discrete
Fourier Transform. A further appeal of the Thin Layer Method is that it accepts complex
frequencies, and therefore it allows for easy implementation of the Exponential Window
Method".
The spectral decomposition of the Dynamic Stiffness Matrix, that is the computation of
the natural modes in the plate by solving the eigenvalue problem given by the
homogeneous equation, is a critical step in the TLM, both from the point of view of
numerical stability and computational effort.
In the anti-plane case, taking the frequency w as a parameter, we obtain a linear
eigenvalue problem
(aA + C)U =0 (3.14)
In this equation a = k2 and the matrix C = G -W 2 M is known.
The subject of linear eigenproblems is most relevant to Structural Dynamics, among
other fields, and is extensively treated in the literature. Apart for the need of complex
algebra, equation (3.14) does not present any mayor complication. Its solution yields N
eigenvalues a, and N eigenvectors; thus, a total of 2N values for k;. For points to the
right of the load, we select only those values k; which have a negative imaginary part if
the eigenvalue is complex, or if the eigenvalue is real, the real part with a sign such that
the group velocity remains positive. That is, we are interested only in those waves that
decay with distance to the source or that propagate (or more precisely, carry energy)
away from it.
For the in-plane case, taking w as a parameter gives a complex quadratic eigenvalue
(k2A +ikB+C)U =0 (3.15)
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The quadratic eigenvalue problem appears in various Structural Dynamics problems, e.g.
in the analysis of viscously damped systems and in fluid-structure interaction; however,
in our case the matrices are complex and not hermitian, which somehow complicates the
solution.
A common solution strategy consists in transforming the quadratic eigenproblem into a
linear eigenproblem by addition of a trivial equation, namely
k[A 0 ~fl k=(jJ (3.16)
k0 -C_ V + C 0 _U 0 (.6
This approach, however, doubles the dimension of the problem and, with the exception of
small problems, it incurs into a significant penalty in memory and computational time.
If stresses near the point of application of loads are to be adequately represented with the
discrete model, it will necessarily include many layers, which makes this approach
ineffective. For an efficient combination of the Green's functions given by the TLM and
the Boundary Element Method, we need a fast algorithm to solve (3.15). In the present
work, the authors used Inverse Iteration with shift by Rayleigh quotient especially
tailored for the problem at hand. This approach allows solving efficiently in standard PC
eigenproblems with thousands of equations. This quadratic eigenvalue problem yields
twice as many eigenvalues as there are equations. The eigenvalue selection criteria
remain the same as those for the anti-plane case.
Green's functions in the TLM
Green's functions for line loads
Once the required eigenvalues and eigenvectors have been computed, the displacement in
the plate are given by the following expressions:
* Anti-plane case
V = A L EL K-ILT P (3.17)2i L
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* In-plane case
i R E R K-1 (DR T (DR ER K-1 (FRT
U 1R X x xR R K) x 0 (3.18)
W i + 2[R ER K-R D E RK-1(DR Plx R XI z lxi
In these expressions
E = diag lexp (-ikj jxj)} (3.19)
K = diag fkj}
The super-indices R and L indicate whether the eigenvalues (k;) and the eigenvectors ($/)
are those of the anti-plane case (L, for Love waves) or the in-plane case (R, for Rayleigh
waves), the sub indices x and z indicate whether the horizontal components or the vertical
components of the eigenvectors are to be used, and the loads are applied at x =0. Also,
the eigenvectors must satisfy the following normalization conditions
T A # = I
KR 'j T  U)i T  = 2K (3.20)R ( xR Oxi R
Equations (3.17) and (3.18) come directly from equations (48) and (47) in the report An
Explicit Solution for the Green Functions for Dynamic Loads in Layered Media26.
Equation (3.18) differs however slightly from the one in the report, due to some implicit
imaginary factors that are introduced in the report equations for the in-plane cases.
The Green's functions for line load are obtained simply by introducing unit loads in the
expressions above.
Green's functions for line dipoles
The Green's functions for dipoles are obtained directly from the Green's functions for
line loads by simple differentiation (see also chapter 1). Special care must be taken
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though when the differentiation is along the layering axis, as one must be careful to
differentiate with respect to the point of application of the load.
Stresses in the TLM
In the application of the Traction Boundary Element Method (TBEM) to crack problems,
the accurate evaluation of stresses is of utmost importance, as they are the kernels in the
Boundary Integral Equation. The straightforward and most common approach to
compute the stresses is to apply the traction operator to the discrete solution for
displacements. This is certainly the standard way in FE analysis. However, it is widely
acknowledged that the accuracy of the stresses will in general be less than that of the
displacements, as the accuracy of discrete approximations generally decreases with
differentiation.
In the TLM, we may distinguish between stresses on vertical planes and stresses on
horizontal planes. While both cases could be treated with the traction operator, there is
an alternative and more accurate way of computing the stresses in horizontal layers,
which is the use of the so-called consistent stresses. These are the forces at the interfaces
that balance out the combination of inertia forces and residual forces within the layer.
Kausel26 gives expressions for stresses on both horizontal planes and vertical planes, in
terms of the corresponding eigenvalues and eigenvectors, for the linear interpolation.
Because we are looking at cracks parallel to the layering, we focus on the consistent
stresses on horizontal planes, which are
Anti-plane case
N M'" On, I N 1n~
rm '" = K exp(-ikxl)+S(x)A, "'+ ' (32
1 -11 , kl 8 x
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* In-plane case
- - 2N Om 1 R
" = j +1, anI exp(-ikx )+S x !O (3.22)
1 =1 Ox
= M+1,K6M+1 / 0 Z/
In these expressions, Km, is the dynamic stiffness layer of the layer m evaluated at
wavenumber ki, an, = '/(2ikR) for horizontal loads or an, = #'/(2kR) for vertical
loads and the singularity term is given by
2N 
0 
OS (x)A,m +{O "}' for horizontal loads (3.23)
0
2N 0
Sn -8(x) A "' for vertical loads (3.24)
10
Accuracy and Convergence of the discrete solution
In order to better assess the suitability of the Discrete Green's functions for their
application to BEM, and to establish within which limits they perform as required in the
BEM, we carried out an exhaustive comparison between discrete solutions and
continuous modal solutions. The comparison was made in terms of dispersion curves,
displacements and stresses, and the discrete model showed great potential. In the
following, we highlight some of the conclusions:
1. Quadratic layers gave consistently better accuracy than linear layers, for the same
total number of degrees of freedom, both in terms of dispersion curves and of
displacements and stresses. The improvement of using cubic layers vs. quadratic
layers was very small.
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2. For the anti-plane case, the first half of the dispersions curves computed with the
discrete model accurately matched those in the continuous model. For the in-plane
problem, the percentage of accurate modes decreased to about 33%. The higher
modes were progressively being affected by the discretization. Thus, enough layers
are needed to ensure that the accurate modes suffice for representing the displacement
and stress fields.
3. Despite their mismatch with the continuous modes, all the discrete modes are
necessary for a proper representation of displacements and stresses at short epicentral
distances. In fact, at very short epicentral distances the rate of convergence of the
discrete solution was substantially better than that of the continuous model. That is,
with the same number of modes in both, the discrete solution was more accurate.
This proves that the discrepancy in the high modes does not imply a less accurate
Green's function.
4. For the same number of layers, displacements were more accurate than stresses.
Among these, consistent stresses were more accurate and converged faster to the true
solution than regular stresses. This was an expected result, as consistent stresses are
not computed through differentiation, but instead using the discrete equilibrium
equation.
5. As expected, the Green's functions for dipoles were worse than those for line loads.
The differentiation step needed to go from line loads to dipoles reduces accuracy.
6. When selecting the number of layers to model a plate, the limiting factor is the
accuracy of the stresses in the near field due to a dipole, particularly in the immediate
neighborhood of the source. Convergence analyses showed that some ten to fifteen
quadratic layers per shortest wavelength are needed for an accurate representation of
the stresses.
Two final notes on the use of consistent stresses: First, because the usual interpolation
functions are not continuous in slope across the interfaces, stresses computed via
differentiation will present discontinuities at the interfaces, and the results will depend on
whether the top or bottom layers are used to compute them. Consistent stresses, on the
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other hand, do not depend on the layer used to compute them. Second, a minor
disadvantage of consistent stresses is that they can only be computed at the interfaces.
However, if stresses within the layers were required, we could always interpolate with a
continuous model just for that layer. Given a good solution for the interface
displacements, this approach produced very reliable results.
Convergence analysis
We present here several figures to support our conclusions. These figures show the error
of fundamental solutions in the frequency-space domain for either displacements or
stresses at different frequencies and with different discrete models (different type and
number of layers). The benchmark for the discrete solutions are the fundamental
solutions for continuous models developed in the previous chapter.
In Figure 3-2, we consider displacements at three different depths (top surface, center of
plate and a point in between) and three different epicentral distances (0.1, 0.5 and 1.5
times the thickness of the plate) in a free plate subject to an anti-plane line load. We use
both linear and quadratic discrete models to compute the displacements and we plot the
relative error of the absolute displacement as a function of the total number of nodes in
the model. For equal number of nodes, the linear model has twice as many thin layers as
the quadratic model; still, the total number of degrees of freedom and the dimension of
the eigenproblem is the same as these are given by the number of nodes. This figure
shows clearly that the quadratic models (thick lines) converge faster to the continuous
solution than the linear ones (thin lines); therefore, for equal number of nodes the
quadratic models give more accurate results than the linear ones.
Figure 3-3 compares consistent vs. non-consistent stresses for the anti-plane problem.
We consider here the same plate, frequency and epicentral distances than above, and we
move the output station on the surface a little inside the plate (stresses vanish at the
surface), to study the discrete stresses. Using only quadratic TLM models, we compute
consistent and non-consistent stresses and plot the relative error of their absolute value
once again as a function of the total number of nodes. As already mentioned, consistent
stresses (thick line) show unambiguously superior performance.
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Finally, Figure 3-4 to Figure 3-7 focus on the stresses at the abscissa of the load. We
present here average stresses rather than point stresses. The reason being that for the
application of the TBEM, the relevant quantities are the integrals of the stresses
multiplied by the interpolation functions over the boundary elements and that the
interpolation function for uniform elements is a constant value of one.
Figure 3-4 shows the relative error of the modulus of the average shear stress for three
different depths (0.02, 0.06 and 0.1 from the top) in a 0.2-thick vertically restrained plate
subject to a horizontal line load on its top surface, as a function of the number of nodes.
Figure 3-6 shows the same stresses for a different frequency. Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-7
show the corresponding absolute error in the phase.
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Anti-plane case: continuous vs. discrete solution
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Figure 3-2: Convergence of linear vs. quadratic discrete models
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Anti-plane case: consistent vs. non-consistent stresses
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Figure 3-3: Convergence of consistent vs. non- consistent stresses
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Figure 3-5: Convergence of mean stress at the abscissa of the load (phase)
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Convergence of discrete solution for 0 epicentral distance
mean shear stress for line load
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Sample of solutions from the discrete model
In this final section of the chapter, we present a sample of fundamental solutions in the
frequency-space domain for a 0.2 m. thick vertically restrained plate. Every figure has
three graphics. The top and middle graphics plot respectively the real and the imaginary
part of the response of the discrete model in dashed line, and they include also the
response of the continuous model (exact response). The bottom graphic plots in
continuous line the relative error of the modulus of the response (scale to the left of the
plot), and in dashed line the absolute error of the phase in degrees (scale to the right of
the plot). The horizontal axis in all plots represent the epicentral distance normalized by
the thickness of the plate.
Figure 3-8, Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10 show the displacements, shear stresses and normal
stresses of the plate when subject to an harmonic horizontal line load of 50 kHz (10 times
the first shear resonance of 5 kHz) on the surface. The response is evaluated one
centimeter from the loaded surface. As expected, the response for stresses is slightly
worse than the one for displacements.
Figure 3-11 shows shear stresses of the plate when subject to a pair of opposite harmonic
horizontal loads of 50 kHz distant vertically by an infinitesimal amount (dipole). In this
figure, we represent average-stresses, averaged over a width of two centimeters. Figure
3-12 is simply a zoom-in of Figure 3-11 in the proximity of the dipole.
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Figure 3-8: Displacements for line load
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Shear stress at horizontal plane
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Figure 3-9: Shear stresses in horizontal plane for line load
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Figure 3-10: Normal stresses in horizontal plane for line load
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Detecting cracks in laminated media
The main objective of the mathematical model outlined in the first three chapters of this
thesis is to provide a tool to carry out parametric analysis of plates with known material
defects. The results of these analyses provide in turn considerable insight into the
dynamic response of delaminated plates. As part of the research that led to this
dissertation, we developed a computer code capable of modeling the scattering of elastic
waves in delaminated layered plates. This code was written using C++ and FORTRAN
and compiled for use in a standard PC with Windows OS, implementing the numerical
tools outlined in the previous chapter. We used the compiled code extensively to
simulate various cracks in different plates, and to evaluate approaches to Acoustic Non
Destructive Evaluation (NDE). We created also computer simulations (videos in mpg
format) of wave scattering in layered plates.
Sounding and impact-echo are probably the two best-known NDE acoustic techniques
used in current practice to detect delaminations in concrete walls and decks. The
sounding technique consists simply in striking the surface of the concrete and listening
for hollow sounds, which are usually related to shallow delaminations. The impact-echo
searches for echoes in the dynamic response of the concrete surface that convey
information about discontinuities in the structure's interior. However, these two methods
rely on very simple physical interpretations that are applicable only in the immediate
vicinity of a defect. Thus, they have significant limitations in their ability to detect
delaminations.
In this thesis, we make a parametric study of the response of a plate subjected to an
impact load centered above a crack. We explore cracks of different sizes and at various
depths. Furthermore, we interpret the results from the point of view of the simple models
in sounding and impact-echo, and assess the limitations of these conventional techniques.
Later on, we assess the response of the plate from a completely different perspective.
When excited dynamically, plates act as wave-guides directing the energy flow within it
boundaries, parallel to the layering. The total response of the plate can be decomposed
into a linear combination of individual cross-sectional motion profiles called guided
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modes. The use of arrays of sensors and array processing techniques allows unraveling
the surface response of the plate and expressing it in terms of the principal wave modes.
The presence of a crack affects the relative contribution of each mode to the total
response. Thus, it is possible to detect delaminations in a plate by means of an array of
sensors providing information about the propagating modes. The mathematical model
that is the basis for this approach is valid anywhere on or within the plate, in contrast to
the conventional approaches that are valid only inn the immediate vicinity of a defect.
Therefore, it can detect cracks at distance from the source or located beyond the array
area.
In the fifth chapter, we compare the modal components for cracks of different sizes and
locations and show the significant impact that the presence of a crack can have on the
response of the plate, both locally and at a distance from the crack. We also demonstrate
the existence of mode conversion phenomena due to the crack.
Chapter 4 :
On sounding and the impact-echo method
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Introduction
Various types of civil structures, such as walls, pavements, decks, slabs and pipes, can
often be modeled as layered systems for the purpose of assessing how waves propagate in
them, and how these waves can be used in turn to detect hidden defects. A frequent
pathology in the structural integrity of these systems is the development of delaminations
(i.e. cracks) that run parallel to the layering, either within or between the material layers.
Such delaminations can grow significantly in size before manifesting themselves on the
surface, and thus remain largely invisible from the exterior. These defects can
significantly affect the structural performance of structural systems and may eventually
lead to costly failures. Hence, early detection of incipient defects could result in
significant savings in the maintenance of these infrastructures, both by preventing the
progress of decay as well as the potential costs of sudden failure. A reliable detection of
such delaminations is an important objective in the Non Destructive Evaluation (NDE) of
civil structures, which has been the focus of intensive research.
In the last couple of decades, several NDE techniques have been developed based on
infrared thermography, ground penetrating radar or acoustic methods. While all the
methods present advantages and disadvantages, the latter group of methods, which are
based on the use of transient stress waves to study cracks and voids in structures, has
shown considerable potential for the detection of delaminations in plate-like systems.
The principal advantages of the wave-based methods are their lack of sensitivity to site
conditions such as temperature and humidity and their potential for rapid deployment and
ease of use. Their main drawback, on the other hand, is that the transient elastic response
of plate-like systems involves many different types of waves so that the response
signatures are, in general, difficult to interpret. Acoustic methods have been researched
in concrete structures both for detecting anomalies and for estimating in-situ mechanical
properties.
A first classification of acoustic techniques divides them into direct and indirect methods.
In the direct method, a transient pulse is introduced on one face of the test subject and the
response is measured on the other side; thus, there is a direct transmission path from the
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input to the output. However, if only one side is accessible, as often happens, the source
and the receiver must be placed on the same face, in which case there is no direct path
other than that immediately below the surface. Inner defects must then be detected via
reflections, in which case the methods are called indirect, and the interpretation of the
wave signatures is far more complicated. Among the existing indirect acoustic methods,
the sounding method and the impact-echo (or pulse-echo) method are the best known.
In the sounding method (sometimes called chain-dragging method), the surface of the
concrete is struck with a metal object, such as a hammer or a chain. When the percussion
takes place above a shallow delamination, a hollow sound can be heard which reveals the
presence of the void. This sound relates to the bending modes of the concrete mass above
the delamination, which acts like a clamped plate. Sounding relies on local bending
modes due to delaminations, which greatly influence the response for shallow
delaminations. However, the bending response decreases as the delamination depth
increases. Also, because no instruments are used, the delamination cannot be sized
accurately.
In the impact echo method, a brief impact is applied to the concrete with a hammer,
which generates broadband signals whose Fourier amplitude spectra contain peaks at
frequencies that relate to the inner structure. These frequency peaks are the result of
echoes at material discontinuities such as the bottom of the plate, but most importantly,
they are the manifestation of reflections taking place at delaminations and voids. By
striking immediately above a delamination, it is possible to measure its echo. The impact
method can run into problems for shallow delaminations, because their detection requires
very high frequencies, which are hard to excite and record.
The study of the elastic response of layered plates, either with or without cracks, is of
interest for the development and application of acoustic methods in general, and relevant
to the two methods cited above in particular. In the bibliography, we find several
numerical and experimental studies that deal with this and other similar problems.
Sansalone and Carino30,31 have used finite element methods and time numerical
integration to simulate the response of finite plates with various layers and different
cracks, and they have also performed several laboratory and field studies. Sack and
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Olson have published interesting application of the impact-echo method to bridge decks
and buried concrete pipes. More recently, Toutanji33 published some interesting
laboratory results as well.
However, most of the work mentioned above has focused on assessing the potential of
the acoustic methods to detect delaminations, and not on the limitations of the indirect
acoustic methods. Thus, the question of how the size and depth of the delaminations
affects the response signatures and what limits there are to their detection has not been
completely answered yet. For this reason, we address this problem herein by carrying out
parametric analyses for the diffraction of waves in delaminated layered plates. Using a
numerical tool specially developed for this task, we model and analyze cracks of various
sizes and depths below the surface. Some conclusions are drawn about the detectability
of cracks under real test conditions.
Mathematical Model
Most of the numerical studies reported in the literature have relied on the use of Finite
Element Techniques with direct time step integration. Resonance characteristics were
then measured and analyzed by means of spectral estimation of the computed time
histories (i.e. numerical signals).
In this study, we follow a different approach. In order to study the scattering due to
delaminations in layered plates, we developed a plane strain (2D) numerical model based
on a Boundary Integral Equation (BIE). The resulting BIE is solved using uniform
Boundary Elements (BE). We formulated the BIE from the Somigliana Stress Identity,
and not from the Somigliana Identity, as it is customary in standard Boundary Integral
Methods, because the standard derivation degenerates when applied to crack problems'.
With the formulation used, only one face of the crack needs modeling, and the unknowns
are the jumps in displacement across the crack.
To compute the Green's functions that the Boundary Integral formulation requires, we
use the Thin Layer Method' 21 (TLM), which is a powerful numerical tool specially suited
for the dynamic analysis of layered systems. The TLM basically performs a
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discretization of the wave equation in the direction of the layering, while using other
analytical techniques (usually Fourier Transformations) to solve the equations for the
other coordinate directions. The advantage of using these functions rather than the full
space fundamental solutions is that we need not model with BE the top and bottom
surfaces (or even internal layering, if any), as they are automatically accounted for in the
Green's functions. As a result, the dimensions of the matrices in the Boundary Element
Method are drastically reduced. As for the expansion in the through-the-thickness
direction, the discretization can be of any order; for the modeling of the plate, we have
found quadratic thin layers to be optimal.
The main advantages of this numerical tool are
" Radiation conditions at infinity are automatically accounted for.
" Layering is not really an issue, as the TLM is especially suited for it.
" The number of boundary nodes (and thus of unknowns) is greatly reduced.
The two principal difficulties we encountered in developing the model were the hyper-
singularity of the kernels in the BIE, and the solution of the eigenvalue problem required
by the TLM formulation, which is a non-standard quadratic eigenvalue problem, when
the models contained large number of thin layers. Both of these problems were
satisfactorily dealt with.
Regarding the choice between a time domain solution versus a frequency analysis, we
opted for the latter. We use the numerical model to compute the velocity transfer
functions for the various cases studied. This approach gives a better resolution in the
frequency domain, as issues dealing with the shape of the transient pulse, the duration of
the response, and the sampling rates do not play a role.
The writer feels that this approach demonstrates more clearly the potential for the use of
acoustic methods. The effects of the shape of the load and issues related to sampling can
be easily incorporated a posteriori. Hence, the results presented here, in addition to show
a clearer picture, can be used as a tool for designing real life experiments.
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Simplified models to explain resonances in delaminated plates
When a delaminated plate is excited with a dynamic source, it elicits a response which is
a combination of at least two phenomena: flexural waves in the concrete above the
delamination -the so-called drum mode- and echoes from the physical discontinuities
in the plate, the layer interfaces and the delamination itself. The role that these two
mechanisms play in the response varies with the size and depth of the delamination.
Because the existing indirect methods exploit either one of these two main physical
phenomena, their success will depend on the actual physical characteristics of the
delamination.
Both mechanisms of response can be explained with simple models. For the drum mode,
we can think of the concrete on top of the delamination as a plate partially restrained by
the edges. The edge boundary condition will be a compromise between a clamped edge
and a simply supported edge, but perhaps somewhat closer to the former. In the case of
shallow delaminations, the delaminated mass is much smaller than the mass of the plate,
so the assumption of a plate resting on a fixed support may work very well. As the depth
increases, however, this model progressively deteriorates.
Figure 4-1: Bending of delaminated portion of plate
Making an analogy of the drum mode with that of plane flexural waves in thin plates with
clamped conditions, we obtain the dispersion relation2 '
D k 2 - phc2 =0 (4.1)
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In this relation, D = Eh3/12(1 -v2) , E is the modulus of elasticity, p is the density, v is
Poisson's ratio, h is the thickness of the plate and k and c are the wavenumber and wave
velocity, respectively. This is possibly the simplest model, in the sense that shear effects
and rotary inertias are neglected.
As for the echo mechanism, Sansalone and Carino thoroughly explain it in their paper
"Finite Element Studies of The Impact-Echo Response of Layered Plates Containing
Flaws" . Here, we provide a brief summary of their description.
A sudden vertical impact on the surface of a plate generates three types of waves:
dilatational (P) and distorsional (S) waves that propagate into the body, and a Rayleigh
(R) wave that propagates near and on the surface. The body waves, as they hit the
opposite surface of the plate are reflected, and thus return to the recording surface. For
points close to the source, the vertical motion at the receiver is largely controlled by P
waves, because S waves produce mostly horizontal motions there while the R wave
passes by before any reflections arrive from the interior.
Consider first a homogeneous plate and assume normal incidence, which is a reasonable
assumption for receivers close to the source. When the P wave reaches the opposite face,
it generates a reflected wave with reversed polarity that, upon returning to the top surface,
is yet again reflected with changed polarity, after which the reflection pattern is repeated,
causing a resonant condition. The time lapse between echoes equals the travel time for
the P-wave across twice the thickness of the plate. For P-wave velocity cp and thickness
h, this resonant condition manifests itself in the spectra as a peak at a frequency
f = c,/2h (4.2)
In a two-layer plate, there are three main resonant conditions, two that correspond to the
individual layers and one for the composite plate itself. If we use the sub-index 1 for the
harder layer and 2 for the softer layer, these frequencies are
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f1 =c,1/2h
f2 = c2/4h2 (4.3)
1
2h/c,1 + 2h2 /cP 2
When a wave traveling in a softer medium encounters a harder one, it is reflected with
the same polarity, and thus the pattern on the free face is repeated only half as many
times as if it were attached to a softer medium. This is why the resonance related to the
softer layer has a factor of four instead of two.
The main hypothesis of the impact-echo method is that these resonances will show up in
the frequency analysis of the time histories recorded on the plate. If there were any
significant delaminations, they would affect the main resonances and a new peak
associated with the depth of the delamination would become apparent as well.
Anti-plane drum mode
The first case we analyze is a 20 cm thick homogeneous free plate subject to an anti-
plane load centered above a delamination. This case does not bear much practical
interest, but it provides relevant and interesting insight into the drum mode.
The properties of the plate and principal parameters in the analysis are
Thickness of plate: 0.2 m
Speed of shear waves: 2.0 m/ms
Material damping: 0.1 %
Frequency range: 0-10 kHz
Frequency step: 0.02 kHz
Length of Boundary Elements: 0.005 m
The response is measured at the loaded point, above the delamination, and in this
analysis, we used the Green's functions for the homogeneous case, rather than the Thin-
Layer Green's functions.
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Figure 4-2 compares the frequency response of an undamaged plate to those of damaged
plates when subject to anti-plane loading. The response of an undamaged free plate
presents sharp peaks corresponding to the full thickness of the plate and multiples of it: 5
kHz, 10 kHz, 15 kHz and so on; the response in between these peaks is small.
On the other hand, the delaminations introduce significant disruption in the response.
The responses of the damaged plates do not show a resonance at the frequency
corresponding to the thickness of the plate. Instead, they show a new low frequency
resonance that largely dominates the response. This resonance is related to the sections
of the plate above and below the delamination acting as shear beams partially clamped on
the edges (Figure 4-3), which results in waves of wavelengths close to twice the length of
the delamination propagating horizontally from end to end of it. This resonance is the
equivalent to the drum mode, except that instead of bending for the anti-plane problem
we have shear deformation. In addition, the delaminated plates show a larger response at
frequencies corresponding to the depth of the delamination, the expected echo at the
crack.
210 :z:
-- t 
-
-- no delamination
- - -k-- - ---- -L - 20 cm. delamination
10 ----- - ----- 30 cm. delamination
1 T- - - -
10
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
frequency [kHz]
Figure 4-2: Transfer function of free plate subject to anti-plane load
We observe in Figure 4-3 that the drum mode affects only locally to the response of the
plate. Thus, it is only excited by loading on top of the delamination, and it is only sensed
there, too. The drum mode shape further indicates that its energy does not flow away
from the crack, but is mostly trapped there.
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Figure 4-3: Drum modes for anti-plane load (20 and 30 cm. delaminations)
An extensive analysis of different cracks shows that for cracks wider than 1.5 the
thickness of the plate, the drum resonance depends mostly on the width of the crack and
not on its depths. The drum resonance for these large cracks provides a good estimate of
their sizes. For smaller cracks, both depth and size affect the drum mode and size
estimation cannot be done based only on the drum mode.
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Figure 4-4: Drum resonance as a function of size and depth of crack
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Response of homogeneous plate
Next, we turn to a more practical situation, and study a 20 cm thick homogeneous
concrete plate. We study six different crack sizes at six different depths. In every case,
the source is centered above the crack and the response is measured 2.5 cm away from it.
The properties of the plate and principal parameters in the analysis are
Thickness of plate:
Shear wave speed of concrete:
Poison's ratio:
Material damping:
Frequency range:
Frequency step:
Length of Boundary Elements:
TLM model:
For these properties, we expect the main echo for
frequency of about 8.6 kHz.
0.2 m
2.0 m/ms
0.25
0.1 %
0-20 kHz
0.05 kHz
0.005 m
160 quadratic layers
the solid plate to show up at a
For the sake of clarity, we present the velocity transfer functions only for cracks of
lengths 10, 30 and 50 cm. We also show explicitly the lowest modes for shallow
delaminations, the ones due to bending, and compare the actual size of the crack to
estimates computed from bending theory.
Analysis of the Frequency Response
There are several conclusions that follow directly from the results of our analysis.
As expected, the response of a solid plate presents a major concentration of energy
around the main P-resonance at 8.6 kHz. There are two additional minor peaks, one at
twice the main P-resonance and one at a slightly lower frequency, namely 15 kHz. The
energy content below the main P-resonance is low and presents no peaks.
For delaminations within the top-half of the plate, the drum modes control the response,
which causes significant response levels at low frequencies; the shallower the crack, the
larger the energy content at low frequencies (Figure 4-5).
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The drum modes at frequencies below the main P-resonance are local to the crack and do
not propagate. Hence, they are only excited and detected when the impact and measuring
takes place in the immediate proximity of the crack. In addition, they attenuate much
slower than the propagating modes since material damping is their main mechanism of
dissipation.
For a fixed crack depth, the drum modes are good indicators of the size of the crack.
Indeed, for shallow cracks, the ratios between the length of the cracks and the length of a
simply supported plate with resonance frequency equal to the drum modes are consistent
(LEST in Table 1 and Table 2). However, inasmuch as multiple drum modes are possible
depending on the location of the source relative to the crack, it can be tricky to identify
which are the modes actually excited. The n-resonance of a simply supported plate of
thickness h and length L is
Wan =(nr)2 hc (L6(1-v)) (4.4)
where cs is the velocity of shear waves in the material and vis the Poisson's ratio.
In some cases, it is possible for the frequency of one of the drum modes to be close to the
main P-resonance. In this case, an energy peak at this resonance can mislead us into
thinking that the plate is in good condition, while in fact it is not (e.g. 0.5 m-long crack at
center graph in Figure 4-5).
Estimating the depth of shallow cracks from its echoes can be a very difficult task. For
one, we would need to be able to excite very high frequencies. In addition, there is the
fact that most of the energy of the response is in the low frequency range (drum modes).
For cracks at the center of the plate, the thickness resonance does not exist. Instead, as
predicted by the impact-echo model, there are significant peaks at twice this frequency.
For cracks at other depths, the thickness resonance does not always disappear, and the
crack-depth resonance is not always easy to identify.
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The intensity of the drum mode vibration decays very fast with the depth of the crack.
Once this depth increases beyond the center of the plate, it virtually disappears. In that
case, the impact-echo is the only one capable of detecting such deep cracks.
A standard experiment based on the impact-echo method does not convey information
about the dimensions of the crack. To size the crack, it is necessary to register acoustic
signals in a dense network of points located in the anticipated location of the crack and
search for its echo.
Table 1: Fundamental drum mode for shallow delaminations
Depth of crack
0.0125 0.025 0.1
Length of crack (L) fD1 [kHz] LEST fD1 [kHz] LEST fD [kHz] LEST
0.10 2.75 0.08 4.05 0.10 4.80 0.18
0.20 0.75 0.16 1.45 0.16 2.60 0.24
0.30 0.70 0.23 1.60 0.30
0.40 0.40 0.30 1.10 0.37
0.50 0.80 0.43
0.60 0.60 0.50
Table 2: Second drum mode for shallow delaminations
Depth of crack
0.0125 0.025 0.1
Length of crack (L) fD2 [kHz] LEST fD2 [kHz] LEST fD2 [kHz] LEST
0.10
0.20 4.20 0.20
0.30 1.95 0.29 3.50 0.31 6.00 0.47
0.40 1.05 0.40 2.15 0.39 4.45 0.55
0.50 0.65 0.51 1.45 0.48 3.40 0.63
0.60 1.05 0.56 2.70 0.70
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Response of laminated plates
Finally, we study two common cases of laminated plates: a bridge deck and a water main.
For a bridge deck, neglecting the effect of the reinforcement, we have a soft thin asphalt
layer on top of a hard concrete layer. The properties and principal parameters are
Thickness of asphalt layer:
Thickness of concrete layer:
Shear wave speed of asphalt:
Shear wave speed of concrete:
Poison's ratio:
Material damping:
Frequency range:
Frequency step:
Length of Boundary Elements:
TLM model:
For the sake of simplicity, we assumed equal density,
asphalt and the concrete.
4.5 cm
15.5 cm
1.4 m/ms
2.0 m/ms
0.25
0.1 %
0-30 kHz
0.05 kHz
0.005 m
160 quadratic layers
damping and Poison's ratio for the
The water main example involves a similar configuration: From the inside out, the
concrete core constitutes the top soft layer, while the outer mortar-cover represents a thin
and hard bottom layer. The differences with the deck are
Thickness of concrete core:
Thickness of mortar cover:
Shear wave speed of concrete:
Shear wave speed of mortar:
15.5 cm
4.5 cm
2.0 m/ms
2.4 m/ms
For the properties listed above, we expect the main echo at a frequency of about 7.9 kHz
for the deck and 8.99 kHz for the pipe.
The characteristics of the transfer functions for the laminated plates cases (i.e. deck and
pipe), are similar to those of the homogeneous plate, whether or not the systems contain a
delamination crack. Thus, the conclusions for the homogeneous case apply also to these
mildly heterogeneous cases.
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Figure 4-7: Transfer functions for delaminated bridge deck
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Figure 4-8: Transfer functions for delaminated pipe
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Appendix
We include in this appendix plots of the steady state response of the plate at some of the
resonant frequencies, including some of the drum modes. For each case, we present four
snapshots at different instants of the cycle, so that the actual motion pattern can be
visualized.
Figure 4-9 to Figure 4-11 show plates with shallow delamination. Figure 4-9 shows a
typical drum mode, corresponding to the first bending mode of the delaminated portion.
Figure 4-10 shows the drum mode corresponding to a higher bending mode. The
frequency now is above the full thickness resonance and we can observe some energy
flow away from the crack, mainly on the top surface. Figure 4-11 shows an interesting
case of a large shallow delamination, where in spite of the delamination, we can still see
the full thickness resonance of an undamaged plate. Of course, the response of the
delaminated plate at lower frequencies is significantly larger than that of the undamaged
one.
Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13 show the first two drum modes, corresponding respectively
to the first and third bending mode of the delaminated area, for a center delamination.
Both frequencies are below the main P-resonance and the responses do not propagate into
the plate. Figure 4-14 shows a resonance higher than the main P-resonance for a center
delamination that combines some bending at the crack with some full-thickness mode.
This is however a minor resonance that would likely be overshadowed by others. The
response in Figure 4-15 is interesting. It shows up at the frequency of the second full
thickness resonance. However, it only involves the plate areas above and below the
crack. While the portion above the delamination expands, the portion below compress
and vice versa, generating a local standing wave through the thickness.
Figure 4-16 and Figure 4-17 show low frequency resonances for deep cracks. The
responses in these figures include some minor local bending around the crack, similar to
that in the drum modes, combined with a bending wave propagating along the plate.
These are again low energy resonance probably without much practical interest.
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Finally, Figure 4-18 shows the response that correspond to the echo for a delamination at
a depth of three fourth of the thickness. The corresponding peak is shown at the top of
Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-9: First drum mode for shallow small delamination
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Figure 4-11: Full-thickness resonance in plate with large shallow delamination
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Figure 4-17: Low frequency bending mode for deep delamination
Figure 4-18: First echo for 0.15 m. deep delamination
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Introduction
The non-destructive evaluation (NDE) of plate-like structures such as concrete walls and
slabs is a lengthy and complicated process. Existing NDE methods such as sounding and
the Impact Echo Method rely on very simple models of the response to transient loadings,
and this simplification imposes limitations in their ability to detect defects in the
structures. These conventional methods provide information only about a limited area in
the vicinity of the testing location, and their performance depends significantly on the
depth of the imperfections. Because these structures usually extend over large areas,
proper assessment via conventional NDE methods requires a large number of testing
points.
When plate-like structures are subjected to transient loading, the boundaries and material
transitions act as wave-guides. Thus, a proper analysis of the propagation of elastic waves
within plates requires elaborate mathematical models. The Normal Modes Method is one
such mathematical tool, which provides rich insights into the propagation of waves in
wave-guides. In a normal modes solution, we express the dynamic response at an
arbitrary point in a plate by appropriate superposition of evanescent and propagating
wave modes. The level of participation of the different modes varies with the location
and spatial distribution of the loading, but also with the presence of imperfections or
delaminations in the plate. Thus, the decomposition of the measured field into modes can
provide us with important information about the presence of imperfections in the plate.
The inversion and separation of a propagating field into its constituent modes, and the
estimation of the relative strengths of each of these, can be accomplished by means of an
array of sensors. By combining and weighting adequately the output of the different
sensors, we can extract the signals that travel through the array at certain speeds while
canceling the wave components that travel at other speeds. In this way, we can estimate
the energy of the propagating field as a function of the frequency and wavenumber. The
dominant propagating modes will reveal themselves in the form of strong accumulations
of energy along so-called dispersion curves.
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In this chapter, we investigate the impact that the presence of a crack bears on the
propagating field in a plate. We model different crack conditions with the numerical tool
described earlier in this work, and we use array processing techniques to study and
separate the computed wave fields.
Arrays of Sensors as Spatial Filters
Assume that a non-dispersive plane wave of a certain phase velocity passages underneath
an array of sensors placed in a homogeneous medium. Since the wave arrives at each
sensor at times that depend on their position while the underlying wave motion remains
identical, the signal will exhibit time delays that vary from sensor to sensor in proportion
to the projection of the velocity vector onto the array. If we delay the output at each
sensor in accord with its position and average all the time-shifted outputs, we recover the
shape of the propagating signal. This simple process is called a delay-sum beam-former,
also known as a conventional linear array (Figure 5-1).
Ait- rn)
fit)
M M
Figure 5-1: Delay-sum beam-former
Given a velocity of propagation of waves in the medium, plane waves propagating in
different directions will exhibit different velocity components parallel to the array axis.
For this reason, by applying adequate delays, we can constructively enhance the signal
components that travel across the array in a certain direction (certain velocity) while
reducing the effect of random noise or other signals arriving from different directions. In
this fashion, the array works as a spatial filter that allows us to differentiate between the
various plane-wave components in a propagating field. Moreover, from the definition of
the wavenumber vector follows a direct relationship between the direction of propagation
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and the component of the wavenumber parallel to the array, and separating between
directions is actually the same as separating between wavenumbers.
Beam-Pattern
In the context of plane waves propagating in a locally homogeneous medium, we define
the beam-pattern of the array as the frequency wavenumber response function versus the
wavenumber (i.e. direction). The beam-pattern describes the response of the array to an
arbitrary plane wave (Figure 5-2).
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Geometry constraints
Ideally, we want the response of the array to be 100% in the targeting direction and 0%
otherwise. This is not practicable however, because the characteristics of the beam-
pattern are largely influenced by the geometry of the array, which are in turn constrained
by practical issues.
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The resolution of the array is defined as the ability of the array to resolve two different
plane waves. This characteristic is controlled by the width of the main lobe in the beam-
pattern, which in turn depends on the total length of the array (Figure 5-2). In the same
way that the total duration of a time series in a Frequency Spectral Analysis controls the
resolution (i.e. frequency step) in the frequency domain, the total length of the array
controls the resolution (i.e. wavenumber step) of the array in the wavenumber domain.
On the other hand, the minimum distance between sensors defines the maximum
wavenumber that the array will be able to distinguish; this distance should be at most half
the shortest wavelength in the wave field to prevent aliasing of large wavenumber
components into small ones. For low frequencies, the dispersion relation of the medium
will ensure that there are no components at large wavenumbers; for large frequencies, the
propagating waves at large wavenumbers could appear aliased in the low wavenumbers
and the minimum-distance-between-sensors constraint does apply.
Spectral weighting
There are numerous practical issues that constrain the total length and the number of
sensors in the array, such as space availability, electronic equipment and ultimately cost.
By applying different weights to the outputs of the different sensors, the weighting
process tries to optimize the properties of the beam-former for a given geometry.
A traditional approach in the selection of these weights is to use classical windows from
Frequency Spectral Analysis, drawing on the existing parallelism between frequency
spectra and wavenumber spectra. The properties of different windows have been the
subject of comprehensive research and it is available and well documented (see Harris3 4
for an excellent review).
Frequency-Wavenumber Spectral Estimation
By exploiting its capabilities as a spatial filter, we can use an array of sensors to estimate
the frequency-wavenumber power spectral density (PSD) of the wave field in a plate, that
is, to estimate the strength of the different plane waves components of the propagating
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field as a function of frequency and wavenumber (i.e. direction), and to identify the
principal wave components.
Conventional Spectral Estimation
In the conventional approach, we estimate the PSD as
M i i
In this equation, we assume the array to be parallel to the axis x, M is the number of
sensors, w; and wI are the weights corresponding to the 1 th and th sensors, * represents the
complex conjugate, and the ^ are the components of the estimated covariance matrix h
(cross power spectral density).
Denoting the Fourier Transform of the output of the Jth sensor as S;, the simplest estimate
of ^ is
(f )= S (f )S (f) (5.2)
In equation (5.1), the delay corresponding to the targeting (scanning) direction is
introduced by the exponential term. For narrowband processes, the application of this
phase shift is practically the same as applying the delay in the time domain. For
broadband signals, on the other hand, this equivalence does not hold, so we must
introduce the time shift at the time we estimate R.
Maximum-Likelihood Method (MLM)
When targeting in one direction, we would like the array to have a zero response at the
direction of other interfering plane waves (a value of zero in the beam-former for the
direction of the interferences) so these interferences do not contaminate the estimate in
the target direction.
If we know the interfering directions, it is always possible to apply sensor weights such
that the array response to the interfering waves is minimized; this modification however
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may have a negative impact in other wavenumber regions, but as far as we are certain
that no components are propagating in these other regions, this should not concern us.
With a conventional array, however, the beam-former is fixed a priori by the geometry of
the array and the selected spectral weights. So, as we aim towards one of the
components, the array response in the direction of the interfering components will be
given by the difference in directions between the interference and the target. This is the
main drawback of the conventional approach.
The way out of this problem is to use high-resolution methods or adaptive methods,
which attempt to estimate the strength of the signal at the targeted wavenumber while
minimizing the effects of interferences and noise. At each targeting direction, the
adaptive methods adjust the weights in accord to the whole propagating field so as to
minimize the array response to the field components propagating in other directions than
the target one.
First reported by Capon35 , the MLM algorithm estimates the signal strength at the desired
wavenumber while optimally minimizing any noise field (signals at wavenumbers other
than the desired one are treated like noise). Capon applied this method to large-aperture
seismic arrays. Since then the MLM has been applied to sonic velocity logging36
common-midpoint reflection data and marine array refraction data38
The M7LM chooses the weighting vector w so as to minimize the beam energy w'R w
subject to the constraint w e =1. In these expressions R is the estimated covariance
r kx *k2 kxm
matrix, e= ell, e...e I represents the ideal plane wave corresponding to the target
direction and the + sign denotes the conjugate-transposed vector. The purpose of the
constraint is to scale the processing gain for each direction-of-search to unity. The
weightings adapt to the data through R .
The solution of the optimization problem gives the weighting vector
w = R-le/e+R-e (5.( .3)
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Substitution of these weights into (5.1) gives the MLM estimate for the PSD
P(f,k) = [e R-1 e] (5.4)
Estimation of the covariance matrix
The estimation of the covariance matrix from the data is a critical step. The first step in
this estimation consists in computing the Fourier Transform at the output of the sensors,
and there are two issues that require special consideration here.
First, as noted before, a simple phase shift is not enough to introduce a delay in a
broadband signal; instead, we introduce the delay in the time series itself and compute the
transform of the time-shifted series. Because the series is sampled, we introduce only
discrete values of time-shifts. Then, we pre-multiply the Fourier Transform by an
exponential to restore the phase modified by this time shifting operation. And, in the
beam-forming step (when we combine the output of the various sensors) we can steer
continuously around the phase velocity values corresponding to the discrete time shifts as
if dealing with a narrowband process. Second, to improve the main lobe and side lobe
properties of the transformation, it is possible and recommendable to apply some time
windowing. With these two considerations, the final expression for the Fourier
Transform is
S1(f =e 2 y"r fj +Tw(t -T) xj(t+rj)e-i2'rfdt (5.5)
In this expression, w(t) is the time window of width T, and the leading exponential
factor is used to restore the phase to the time shifted integrand.
In addition to time shifting and windowing, there are two additional modifications we
introduce in the computation of R . First, we normalize the covariance matrix
~ f( ^ (fT,S)R (f, T, S)= (f, T, ,S) r (5.6)j=1 -ri (f, T, S) Pf (f, T, S)
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Second, we add a small amount of white noise to stabilize the covariance matrix, so that
it is always invertible
R = R+eI (5.7)
where e is a small percentage of {H r (f, T, S) and I is the identity matrix.
j=1
Frequency-wavenumber spectral estimation in plates
In this section, we combine the modeling tool developed in the first part of this work and
the Spectral Analysis techniques described in this chapter to study the effects of cracks in
the propagation of waves in plates. Using the 2D numerical tool, we compute the
displacements at an array of points on the surface of both cracked and uncracked plates.
We then use various combinations of these outputs to estimate the propagating field.
Finally we study the impact of different cracks on the propagating field.
Table 3 collects the principal parameters used in the numerical modeling, and Table 4
shows some relevant information about the array processing.
-i4 -- Output: N sensors uniformly
Input spread over length L
t tzC
Figure 5-3: Physical description of numerical experiment
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Table 3: Modeling parameters
Frequency range: 0-100 kHz (1025 frequency points)
Frequency step: 0.09765625 kHz
Imaginary component
of frequency: 0.05 kHz
Discretization: 160 quadratic layers
Plate Thickness: 0.2 m
Density: 1
Shear velocity: 2.0 m/ms
Poisson's Ratio: 0.25
Damping: 0.1 %
Boundary conditions: Free-Free
Length of Boundary
Elements: 0.0015625 m
Force shaping Time differentiate of Gaussian pulse
Fourier Transform of eiTw1 e S=125, T=1/25
input 2T
Table 4: Array-processing parameters
Duration of time series 5.12 ms
Time window shape: Kaiser-Bessel window
Time window width 2.56 ms
Overlapping 50 %
Frequency range: 0-50 kHz
Frequency step: 0.390625 kHz
Velocity step 0.1 m/ms
Spatial window (only
conventional array) Blackman-Harris
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Modes in the plate
First, we present the dispersion curves for the plate, computed via the TLM (Figure 5-4).
These curves describe the relation frequency-wavenumber (or phase velocity) for the
different propagating modes in the plate and tell us for every frequency which modes
propagate and at which phase velocity.
The propagating field in the plate will be a linear combination of the modes
corresponding to these curves, and the mayor components (modes) will appear in our
array analysis as regions of large energy content aligned with the corresponding
dispersion curve. Superimposing these curves on top of the PSD estimate, we are able to
infer which modes are predominant in the response of the plate.
Dispersion curves for uncracked free plate
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Figure 5-4: Dispersion curves in homogeneous free plate
Each dispersion curve is associated with a modal shape, or mode. These modal shapes
describe through-the-thickness motion profiles that propagate along the axis of the plate
with frequency and phase speed given by the dispersion curves.
We show in Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6 the shear and normal stresses corresponding to the
first fourteen modes at the locations marked in the dispersion curves in Figure 5-4.
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Information regarding the level of stresses at the depth of the crack is of interest to
understand the response of a delaminated plate.
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Figure 5-5: First nine modes of homogeneous plate
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Figure 5-6: Modes ten to fourteen of homogeneous plate
Time histories
Next, we present some waterfall plots with the time histories computed at 64 sensors
spaced uniformly between the epicentral distances of 5 cm. and 201.875 cm.
The response at any point in the surface of the plate is a combination of direct waves and
reflected waves. Direct waves are those that travel in a straight path from the source to
the output point, and reflected waves are those who reach the output point after one, two
or several reflections on the boundaries of the plate.
There are three direct waves, one dilatational, one distorsional and one surface wave
which is confined only to the surface and does not propagate into the body of the plate.
The dilatational wave is the fastest and thus the first one to arrive to the output; however,
the vertical motion for points on the surface due to this wave is very small and often
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negligible. The distortional and the surface wave propagate at similar velocity and except
for very large epicentral distances, they overlap in time. The surface wave causes the
largest vertical motions for points on the surface. On the one hand, it captures the largest
share of energy for vertical impacts on the surface (e.g. 67% for elastic half space with
0.25 Poisson's ratio39); on the other hand, it attenuates slower than the body waves as it is
confined to the surface. In the waterfalls in Figure 5-7 to Figure 5-10, the arrival of the
surface wave at the different sensors appear aligned along a straight line as the most
noticeable arrival in these time series. The presence of the crack for Figure 5-8 to Figure
5-10 affects only slightly the surface wave.
The reflected waves make up the rest of the response at the surface. For points close to
the source, the direct waves arrive before the reflection, as they follow a shorter path. As
the epicentral distance increases the high velocity of dilatational waves offset the
difference in path length and for large epicentral distances, there are reflections that
arrive before the surface wave. In Figure 5-7 to Figure 5-10, we can see these early
arrivals. For the closest sensor, the surface wave is the first noticeable arrival. As
distance increases, the first reflection of the dilatational waves arrives in advance of the
surface wave. For the furthest sensors, there are several reflections arriving before the
surface wave.
We can also observe in these waterfalls several coherent arrivals after the surface wave.
These arrivals are affected by delaminations. Thus, the response of the delaminated plate
in Figure 5-8 looks very similar to that of the undamaged plate in Figure 5-7. However,
closely inspection shows that the arrivals following the surface wave in these figures
occur at different times. In addition, we can observe on the bottom series (sensors close
to the source) of Figure 5-7 to Figure 5-10 simultaneous arrivals due to vertical
dilatational reflections from the opposite surface of the plate.
For the plate without a delamination (Figure 5-7), these coherent arrivals are always tilted
to the right (propagating away from the source). In the delaminated plates, there are also
arrivals tilted to the right (propagating towards the source) due to waves back scattered
from the crack. These are most noticeable in Figure 5-9.
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Figure 5-7: Time series in plate with no delamination
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Figure 5-8: Time series for middle delamination (x,: 0.3, z,: 0.1, L,: 0.2)
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Figure 5-9: Time series for shallow delamination (x,: 0.3, z,: 0.15, Lc: 0.15)
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Figure 5-10: Time series for deep delamination (x,: 0.5, z,: 0.05, L,: 0.3)
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Plate without crack
The first model we consider is that of a plate without a crack. We use this model to study
how the geometry of the array (total length and spacing between sensors) affects its
performance, and to compare the two approaches to estimate the PSD: the conventional
and the MLM.
We consider in our analysis arrays of two different lengths: one and two meters. For a
conventional array, we can estimate its resolution in terms of phase velocity as
Ac = c2 BWNN/(2wL) (5.8)
where c and w are the phase velocity and frequency at the point where we estimate the
PSD, BWNN is the width of the main lobe of the beam-pattern and L is the total length of
the array.
Consider the point of coordinates (15 kHz, 3 m/ms). Reading the value of BWNN in
Figure 5-2 (approximately 24) and substituting into (5.8), the one-meter array gives a
resolution of 1.15 m/ms and the two-meter array half this value. Therefore, the short
array would not be able to resolve modes three and four (see Figure 5-4) at 15 kHz, and
the two-meter long array will barely do it. Testing for different locations, we conclude
that the one-meter conventional array does not provide enough resolution for meaningful
results, and the two-meter array constitutes just a small improvement. Figure 5-11 to
Figure 5-14 further confirm these fact. In addition, we would like the waves to propagate
all the length of the array, and given the material damping in concrete and the geometric
dispersion of the propagating waves, two meters is already quite a long array.
On the other hand, the MLM provides a much higher resolution regardless of the length
of the array; the MLM estimates of the PSD show large concentrations of energy tightly
packed around the dispersion curves (Figure 5-15 to Figure 5-18). For the short array,
the concentration is slightly more smeared than for the long array, but the resolution is
still very good. With this type of analysis and for a distance-between-sensors of 6.25 cm
(Figure 5-16 and Figure 5-18), we can clearly see some aliasing at the top right corner.
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This tells us that 35 kHz is about as far as we can go with 6.25 cm. between-sensors in
the spectral analysis of these plates.
The slight discontinuities along horizontal lines that we can see in all eight estimates are
due to the discrete time shifts applied when estimating the covariance.
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Figure 5-13: PSD for undamaged plate (32-sensor 1-m long array)
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Figure 5-14: PSD for undamaged plate (16-sensor 1-m long array)
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Figure 5-15: MLM estimate for undamaged plate (64-sensor 2-m long array)
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Figure 5-16: MILM estimate for undamaged plate (32-sensor 2-m long array)
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Figure 5-17: MLM estimate for undamaged plate (32-sensor 1-m long array)
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Plates with cracks
Our aim in this chapter is to better understand what impact the presence of a crack has on
the propagating field in a plate. To this effect, we analyze models with cracks of
different size (Lc), distance to the impact source (xc) and depth (zc) (Figure 5-3). With
the numerical time series obtained from these models, we estimate the PSD using various
combinations of sensors (various lengths and number of sensors).
The first clear conclusion concerns the array processing itself. For several cases, we try
both the conventional method and the MILM, and find that the MiLM shows consistently
better performance.
Our analyses clearly indicate that the presence of a crack elicits mode conversion in the
plate: on the one hand, it excites modes that would otherwise not have been excited in
absence of the crack; conversely, the crack can diminish the relative strength of otherwise
strong modes.
This mode conversion is most clear when we superimpose the theoretical modes on the
PSD of the plate with and without crack. Figure 5-19 to Figure 5-22 clearly show how
the presence of a crack 0.15 m below the surface excites the fifth and the eighth mode,
which can hardly been seen in the response of the undamaged plate. Furthermore, for
cracks larger than a minimum threshold, the mode conversion takes place in all the cases
tested, but the affected modes vary with the location of the crack.
In addition to this easily identifiable result, when a crack is present the high values on the
PSD estimates are more disperse; that is, they are not as tightly located around the
dispersion curves as for the uncracked plates. This spreading however is not very
significant, and difficult to characterize in an accurate manner. This result is most likely
due to the ability of the array to resolve the propagating waves rather than to the
propagating field itself.
We model cracks of 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30 cm. In all cases, the size of the crack plays a
mayor role on how strong the mode conversion is. For small crack sizes of 5 and 10 cm,
less or equal than half the thickness of the plate, the PSD estimates show minor evidence
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of mode conversion (Figure 5-19); under real testing conditions, these minor changes
should prove hard to identify because of extraneous noises. The mode conversion for the
larger sizes, 15cm or more, is a predominant trait in the PSD estimates and can be easily
recognized. Furthermore, the larger the crack, the stronger the mode conversion is
(Figure 5-20 and Figure 5-21).
The PSD estimates do not show much sensitivity to changes in the distance from the
source to the crack (Figure 5-21 to Figure 5-24). There are however two additional
aspects to consider here: First, because the wave attenuates as it propagates, as the
distance increases, the scattered field gets weaker and therefore harder to identify, much
more so if real noise is present. Second, the location of the crack relative to the array
matters. As the source-crack distance increases, the number of sensors beyond the crack
diminishes. As we explain below, this affects the detectability of the crack on the PSD.
The depth of the crack plays a major role in which modes are affected by the mode
conversion. In total, we model four different depths: 2, 5, 10 and 15 cm. measured from
the bottom of the plate. The modes excited changed depending on whether the crack
depth was 2, 5 or 10 cm (Figure 5-26, Figure 5-25, Figure 5-24). On the other hand, the
PSD for cracks 5 cm deep (15 cm from the bottom) were very similar to those for cracks
15 cm deep (5 cm from the bottom) (Figure 5-21 and Figure 5-25). Given the symmetry
properties of the modes, this similarity seems reasonable.
It is remarkable how a crack at a depth of 90 % the thickness of the plate can have a
significant impact on the propagating field, and can be easily detected using array
analysis (Figure 5-26).
With regard to the distance source-crack, if we focus our attention on the scattered field
propagating away from the source, as this distance increases and the number of sensors
beyond the crack diminishes, so it does the impact of the crack on the total output of the
array. Therefore, it becomes harder to identify the crack in the PSD estimates.
One way around this problem, for cracks beyond half the length of the array is to look at
the back-scattered field, the field propagating from the crack back to the source after
being scattered by it. For a plate without a crack the MLM estimate of the back-scattered
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field does not show any major propagating mode (Figure 5-27); this result is expected,
because lacking a crack all the energy in the plate propagates away from the source.
Conversely, if there is a crack present at a reasonable distance, say > 50 cm, the array
unmistakably captures the back-scattered field (Figure 5-28).
In the analysis of an undamaged plate, we are certain that the energy propagates from the
source outwards. Therefore, we should only concern ourselves with aliasing due to high
frequency-high wavenumber components from the direct field. The same holds true for
cracks close to the source, as the back-scattered field does affect only a minor fraction of
the sensors.
On the other hand, when focusing the array towards the back-scattered field, the direct
field is present in the input to the sensors, and depending on the design of the array, it
may appear aliased into the PSD estimate. For instance, Figure 5-29 shows the back-
scattered field for an undamaged plate as estimated with a 16-sensor 1m long array. In
this figure, we can clearly see two aliases of the first and second mode of the direct field
(note that the first two modes overlap over a significant part of the frequency range).
Therefore, despite the fact that it is easy to identify the aliases on the PSD estimates, we
should pay special attention to aliasing effects when looking at the backscattered field.
Cracks far from the source can also cause some minor aliasing in the estimates of the
direct field.
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Figure 5-19: MLM estimate with small crack (64-sensor 2-m long array)
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Figure 5-20: MLM estimate with medium crack (64-sensor 2-m long array)
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Figure 5-21: MILM estimate with large crack (64-sensor 2-m long array)
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Figure 5-22: MLM estimate with far crack (64-sensor 2-m long array)
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Figure 5-23: MLM estimate with near crack (64-sensor 2-m long array)
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Figure 5-24: MLM estimate with far crack (64-sensor 2-m long array)
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Figure 5-25: MLM estimate with deep crack (64-sensor 2-m long array)
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Figure 5-26: MLM estimate with deep crack (64-sensor 2-m long array)
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Figure 5-27: Back-scattered field with no crack (128-sensor 2-m long array, MLM)
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Figure 5-28: Back-scattered field with crack (128-sensor 2-m long array, MLM)
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Figure 5-29: Back-scattered field with no crack (16-sensor 1-m long array, MLM)
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Introduction
Most well known methods for the study of elastic waves in layered media, excluding the
Thin-Layer Method, rely on numerical integration to accomplish the inverse Fourier
transformation over wavenumbers. This transformation usually involves complicated
improper integrals of the form f F (x)- o(r -x)- dx, in which the complex-valued kernel
of these integrals, F (x), represents the flexibility function for the medium at a given
frequency. These oscillatory functions often contain sharp peaks elicited by resonances
that take place at the characteristic wavenumbers of the normal modes, and their tails
usually decay only slowly to infinity (particularly when the source and the receiver are
placed at the same elevation in the medium). Thus, these conditions introduce a host of
problems that must be resolved for an accurate computation of the improper integrals to
be accomplished.
Because the Discrete Fourier Transform uses constant wavenumber steps, it has serious
limitations in modeling sharply peaked kernels and rapidly oscillating functions.
Numerical integration, on the other hand, allows for tight sampling in the vicinity of the
peaks and coarser sampling in the smooth regions away from such peaks. Adaptive
integration, however, still requires extensive sampling of the kernels, which involves
considerable computational effort. In addition, the highly oscillatory characteristics of
q (r -x) call for special integration methods.
To complicate matters further, it is difficult to define adequately the required tolerance
without an a priori knowledge of the solution, and an understanding of the shape of the
integrands in wavenumber space. For this reason, an alternative method of numerical
integration over wavenumbers is taken up in the sections that follow.
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Numerical inversion of the transfer function of the single degree of
freedom (SDOF) system
The frequency response of a SDOF is a simple function that exhibits a sharp localized
peak and is smooth otherwise. Thus, we can use the SDOF as a yardstick to assess the
difficulties that can arise in the numerical evaluation of wavenumber integrals for plates.
Our objective here is to compute
h(t)= EH(f)ei'df = [1-(f /f)2 +i2j(f/f.)} e i2 f tdf (6.1)
where f, and J are respectively the natural frequency and the damping of the SDOF.
Applying the symmetry properties of the transfer function, the integral can be further
transform into
h(t)=2j7[HR(f)cos(2zft)-H,(f)sin(2Tft)] df (6.2)
where HR (f) and H, (f) are the real and imaginary part of the transfer function. We
are left thus with two similar real integrals, which we will attempt to compute
numerically.
The numerical evaluation of these integrals presents three main obstacles: the oscillatory
behavior of the integrand due to the trigonometric function, the highly non-linear
behavior of the transfer function in the proximity of the natural frequency, and the
infinite extension of the integration interval. In addition, we must bear in mind that for
wave problems in layered media what really makes a solution expensive is the cost of
evaluating function values in the frequency-wavenumber space. Hence, we should strive
to minimize the number of points needed to evaluate these integrals.
As a preliminary step, we divide the complete interval into two intervals separated by a
frequency f, that lies well above the natural frequency. Beyond this value, the transfer
function decreases steadily and monotonically to zero. Thus, in the first interval we have
the problem of non-linear behavior, and in the second one, the extension to infinity. In
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addition, both exhibit the oscillatory problem. Depending on the smoothness of the
integrand, further subdivision is required for each interval.
The Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature0
A usual approach to approximating numerically the integral of a function F (x) over
certain interval, consist in interpolating the function at some points xO, xi... within the
interval of integration by a polynomial of class P,. Because of this approximation, the
integral transforms into a sum of simple integrals that can be treated analytically. The
final expression after evaluating the integrals, which is often referred to as a quadrature
sum, has the form
F(x)dx=L wF(xj) (63)
j=0
where xO, x,... and wo, wI... are, respectively, the abscissas of the interpolation points and
the weights applied at these points.
In general, a quadrature provides 2N degrees of freedom, namely the choice of the
abscissas and that of the weights. However, for a given set of abscissas, it is always
possible to find weights such that the quadrature has a degree of precision N, i.e. that is
exact for any polynomial of degree N. Quadratures constructed according to this
principle are said to be interpolatory, and our interest is usually restricted to this choice.
The various interpolatory quadrature rules available differ in their choices of abscissas
and in the family of approximating polynomials.
Clenshaw and Curtis suggested approximating the integrand F (x) by a truncated series
of Chebyshev polynomials. It can be shown that if f (x) is continuous and bounded in
the interval [-1,1], then it may be approximated as a convergent series of the form
f ( x a)= -a T (x)+ a. -T. x) (6.4)2 n=1
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In this expression, To, T,... is the family of Chebyshev polynomials and ao, a, ... are
constants given by the following expression
2 f (x)T,(x) 2
an =-- dx=-2 f (cos0)cos(n0)dO (6.5)
The sequence ao, at... usually decreases very fast, and the Chebyshev approximation up
to the term in N, is a polynomial of degree N or less which is very close to the optimal
approximation in the sense that it has the smallest maximum deviation from the true
function.
For a general type of function, the constants cannot be evaluated in closed form; instead,
they are approximated applying a trapezoidal rule. The final expression for the
Chebyshev approximation is
N 1f N -1 1"( ) + I a 6 6f (x) L"an T (x) = -a. TO (x)+ Ian T(x)+a N (X)
n=0 2 n=1 2
N N
an = (2/N) "f (xj )T (x) = "f[cos(ivj/N)]cos(ijn/N) (6.7)
j=0 j=0
Replacing the integrand on the left hand side of (6.3) with this expansion and integrating
term by term, we obtain a new Chebyshev expansion
N+1
f (x) dx =1 A. T (X) (6.8)
n=0
A,= (an_ -an+ )/(2n) N>n>O
AN cN-1/(2N)
AN N[4(N+1)] (6.9)
N+1
AO = Y(-1) n+ An
n=1
The evaluation of this series for x =1 gives the approximation of the integral over the
whole interval.
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Use of the Chebyshev approximation has one additional appeal in the fact that the
samples can be reused; that is, given an estimate of the integral with N points, we can
improve this estimate by adding N new points to the existing ones. Thus, to find an
estimate with 2N points, we do not need to waste the N previous samples. This also
applies to the modified version of the Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature that follows.
Integration of rapidly oscillatory functions
Because of the oscillatory term, the integrand of a Fourier Integral Transform does not
generally resemble a low-degree polynomial, especially for high values of the arguments
of the oscillatory terms. For standard quadrature rules to yield good numerical accuracy,
it is necessary to partition the whole interval of integration into numerous small sub-
intervals, within which a dense set of integration points is used. Furthermore, because we
may be interested in the response at different times (different degrees of oscillation), the
sampling at one time may not be adequate for other times. Being, as we are, interested in
minimizing the number of samples required from the transfer function, we need an
alternative.
Piessens and his co-workers suggest a modified Clenshaw-Curtis algorithm to evaluate
integrals of the form
F (x) p(x)dx (6.10)
where only F (x), the transfer function in our case, is approximated with Chebyshev
polynomials, and (o(x)is a function with some special behavior, either singular or
trigonometric, e.g. q9(x)=cos(k -x). Xu and Ma 41 apply this approach to compute
wavenumber integrals, as follows.
Making a variable change such that the interval of integration extends from T1, and
expanding the real part of the transfer function, the first integral in (6.2) transforms into
HR (f)cos(rf)df = AReeirB n Cmn I(rA) (6.11)
n-O
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In this equation, r=2xt, A=(b-a)/2, B=(a+b)/2, x=A-z+B, Cm are the
Chebyshev coefficients that result from the expansion of HR , and Im are the modified
moments of the exponential function with respect to the Chebyshev polynomials
N
C,.=(2/N) "HRkcos(mkff/N)
k=O (6.12)
Im = fTm(Z)e i rAzdz
The first three modified moments are
4 (x) = 2 sin xlx
I, (x)= 2 (cos x -sin x/x)/(ix) (6.13)
12 (x)= 2sin x/x+8(cos x -sin xx)/(x2)
Higher modified moments can be computed with the following recurrence law (Xu &
Mal)
I i()=m ) + (m+1) 4sin x
I x= i2(m+)I, (x)+ Imi (x)- m odd
x (m -1) x(m-1) (6.14)
=i2(m+) I.(+ 1 +4i cos x
I,,i( x)= I,(m1) ( + I,)_(\ x __)+ m even
x (m -1) x(mm- 1)
The same procedure can be used for the integral involving the sine.
Xu and Mal make two warnings concerning this method. First, for very low values of the
product rA (either very small intervals or small values of r or both) the recurrence for the
moments gives numerical precision problems. Under these circumstances, we can use the
original Clenshaw-Curtis method, as the function behavior within the integration interval
will be only slightly oscillatory. Because of the negligible oscillatory behavior, the data
points to approximate the integrand in the Xu&Mal quadrature are the same as those for
the Clenshaw-Curtis method and these samples could be reused for larger values of rA.
Second, for large values of N, numerical problems are also likely to occur. Thus, in
practice we must define the intervals of integration such that we obtain good
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approximations without exceeding a defined maximum number of points. Xu and Mal
suggest N. =32.
Integration around a singularity
It is the second warning of Xu & Mal that concern us here. In the proximity of the
natural frequencies, the behavior of the transfer function is non-linear and requires tight
sampling for a reasonable approximation. Because the reason for this behavior is the
existence of poles near the natural frequencies, say at the complex point z, = f" + i , we
would expect that if we multiply the transfer function, H (f), by a factor (f - z), a
locally smooth function should result. In practice, even a rough approximation to z'
should also lead to a smooth function.
In the light of this observation, we propose here an alternative approach to evaluate the
Integral Transform in the proximity of the pole. Instead of isolating the oscillatory term
and approximating H (f), we isolate the singularity, find a rough approximation for the
pole and approximate G(f) = H (f)(f - z.)cos(r f). Figure 6-1 compares both
approaches for the same number of sample points: direct approximation of H (f) and
approximation of H (f) (f - z,,) with further division by (f - z). The modified
approximation scheme is unmistakably better, and thus integration with the new approach
should converge faster.
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Figure 6-1: Best fit to SDOF transfer function to the left of pole
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For the first integral in (6.2), we have
Re{H(f)}cos(rf)df = ReG(z)/[z -(R +iI)] dz
Re(G (z))(z - R) Im{G (z)}I dz (6.15)
[z-R )2 +I J2]df(z-R) 2+I2
where G (z)= H (z)cos[k (Az+ B)](Az + B - f, -iJ), R = (fn - B)/A, I = /A, and A
and B are as defined above.
The new modified moments with respect to the Chebyshev polynomials are then
_ dz 1[ 1- R -1- (616is - -- I arctan '---arctan(--)(Z-R) 2 +I2 2
zdz = in (-ln(+R) + RIO
.I(z-R)2 +I2 2
I =2/(m-1)+2R 1_i-(R2+I2)Im2  m even
(6.17)
Is =2RI, (R2+I2)1- 2  m odd
Because the oscillatory part has been included within the function to be approximated,
the length of interval considered in the proximity of the pole should constitute just a
fraction of a whole period. However, except for highly oscillatory integrands (very large
times), the non-linear behavior of the transfer function will be far more constraining.
A still unresolved question concerns the estimation of the pole location. The location of
the natural frequencies will depend on the physical description of the problem
considered, and their estimation requires considerations beyond the scope of this report.
Nonetheless, if we know the approximate location of the natural frequency, estimating
the imaginary part by fitting two points close to the singularity with the function
K/(f - z) yields estimates good enough for our purposes (where K is a complex
constant). Also, as minor errors in the pole estimation may lead to slopes discontinuity
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for G (z) at the natural frequency, it is recommended to consider different integration
intervals on either side of the natural frequency.
Numerical Example
To illustrate the concepts elaborated in the preceding, we use the quadrature rules
presented earlier to evaluate numerically the response of a SDOF whit natural frequency
f, = 0.1 and 0.5 % damping.
For this example, we start by assuming the location of the pole unknown and proceed to
estimate it. Starting with the values of the transfer function at f=0.05 and f=0.075, we
find the exact pole after one iteration. Next, we define two subintervals, one to each side
of the pole, whose width is four times the damping. In addition, we define two
subintervals to complete the range fromf=O to f=0.2. We consider two more subintervals
from f0.2 to f=2, and we neglect the integral from this last value up to infinity. Within
each subinterval, we apply a suitable integration rule with an initial value N =2, and
keep on doubling the value of N, up to the maximum value N. = 32, until the desired
accuracy is attained. For the first four subintervals, those surrounding the pole, we use
the quadrature rule proposed here; for the last two we use the Xu & Mal approach.
Within each subinterval, we estimate the error for the approximation of order N as the
difference between this approximation and the one of order N/2. When this estimate is
less than the selected tolerance of 10-5, the approximation of order N is taken as the
result and we move to the next interval.
The next figure shows the sparse sampling required around the pole and the time history
computed numerically for the first one-and-a-half cycle.
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Figure 6-2: Numerical inversion of the SDOF
Two-step inversion of transformed solutions for plates
Given a Thin-Layer model of a plate containing N plane-strain modes, every component
of its dynamic flexibility matrix in the transformed domain may be expressed as a linear
combination of the form4
= Nak +b, n,m=1,2...N (6.18)fmnZ 'Sk - ki
We could argue that in the limit, as we increase the number of layers, we recover the
continuous system, in which case the values ki, k2 ... become the exact poles of the
system and the sum extents over infinitely many modes (i.e. both propagating as well as
evanescent modes).
In general, the poles will be close either to the real axis or to the imaginary axis. The
latter decay fast with distance, and except for points close to the source, they exert little
influence on the plate's response. The poles close to the real axis, on the other hand,
constitute the so-called propagating modes, which control most of the response and cause
the sharp peaks in the integrand.
In the light of the above, we propose here a two-step strategy to evaluate the numerical
inversion of the plate response. In the first step, we use curve-fitting techniques to
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estimate the propagating poles and locally approximate the transfer function; then, we
invert analytically the approximated poles, and compute a first estimate of the time
response as the sum of these inverse transforms. For good pole estimates, the residual
left after subtracting the approximated functions should be smooth and very small
overall. Thus, except at short epicentral distances, this first estimate should already be
very close to the true solution. However, for short epicentral distances or for great
accuracy, a second step may be applied where the residual is numerically inverted using
quadrature rules for oscillatory functions, such as the ones mentioned previously.
The first step generally requires evaluating the transfer function at a reduced number of
points; the sharp behavior of the transfer function at the poles provides for a fast fitting
process, especially for systems with little damping. As a result, the first clear advantage
of this approach is that it provides a very good estimate of the response of the plate after
the first step with just a small number of points on the transfer function.
There are three additional advantages. First, the information regarding the poles can be
very useful to pre-divide the whole integration interval for the second step, should this be
required. Second, the estimate of the response after the first step can help to define more
sensibly the required tolerance of the quadrature. Finally, because the size of the tail of
the residual is significantly smaller than that of the original transfer function, we should
be able to interrupt the quadrature at a lower value of the integration variable.
Linear estimation of the poles
The shape of the flexibility function in the proximity of a propagating pole is primarily
controlled by the pole itself, while distant poles add just a small contribution. The closer
the distant poles are to the real axis (the less damping), the smaller their cross-influence.
Thus, we may approximate the flexibility function in the proximity of pole n with a
function of the form
f (k) =_ an +ibnk +Rn(k) (6.19)
(k - z ) (k + z.)
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where an and bn are some unknown real numbers, and the function R,, (k) is the result of
subtracting the first pole from the original function. We can repeat this process with all
the propagating poles and we obtain
f (k)=I a,+ib, +R(k)
I(k -z, )-( k +z ) (6.20)
Despite its simple appearance, use of equation (6.20) to fit the actual transfer function,
where the residual R (k) is some low-degree polynomial, yields non-linear curve-fitting
problem, with the non-linearity coming from the residual function, when multiplied by
the poles. Given its small value, we may however neglect the residual in a first approach
and thus transform the problem into the following, easier and faster-to-solve, linear
problem
Re(f) k2 Re(f)
Im(f )j [Im(f)
-2Im(f)k
2Re(f)k
1 0
0 1
Re(z,) 2 -Im(z)Re ( z ) _Im (z)
Re(z,)Im(z,)
al
b,
Alternatively, we can assume a local behavior for the flexibility function
a, +ib, +(c, +id)k 2
(ak - 2e) -(k + eut)
and the corresponding linear equation
Re(f) 2  Re(f)
Im(f)j [Im(f)
-21m(f)k
2Re(f)k
1 0 k 2 01
0 1 0 k2_
Re(z,) 2 -Im(z,) 2
Re (z, ) Im (z,)
a,
b,
C,
d,
Equation (6.23) usually provides a more stable estimation process.
I (6.21)
(6.22)
(6.23)
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To estimate the poles, we start with two (or three) points in a rough vicinity of a pole and
compute a better estimate with equation (6.21) (or (6.23)). We repeat this process until
the improvement between two consecutive estimates is below a defined threshold. In
addition, once we stop the iteration, we may use the last three or four estimates to make a
best fit in the least square sense.
Residual pole
After removal of all propagating poles, the residual that is left exhibits an overall smooth
behavior whose maximum value occurs typically at very low wavenumbers. This is
consistent with the existence of a pole that is mainly purely imaginary. While we can
attempt to integrate this residual directly, an even better strategy is to assume an
imaginary pole and estimate it as if it were a propagating pole. The residual left after
removing this imaginary pole is still much smaller than the previous one.
Example
Let us consider a free plate subjected to an anti-plane source on its surface. We can then
estimate the response at various points on the surface using solely the first step of the
approach above, that is, using only the propagating poles and the imaginary pole.
We consider two cases with the same frequency of 5.5 times the principal resonance of
the plate and different damping. The estimate for the low damping (0.05 %) is almost
exact, and thus it would not be necessary to integrate the residual except at very small
epicentral distances. The estimate for the second case is not as good, because the
overlapping of the first two poles introduces confounding effects that make their
estimation tricky.
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Conclusions
The complex dynamic response of layered plates is a major obstacle in the development
of acoustic NDE techniques.
In understanding and deciphering such response, the accessibility of efficient forward
modeling tools can be of crucial value to the analyst. However, standard numerical tools
run into important limitations when used to model delaminations in layered plates. The
FEM and FDM suffer of important deficiencies when applied to unbounded domains, and
require special formulations. The BEM is best suited for unbounded domains, but run
into important inefficiencies in heterogeneous domains, such as layered media. In
addition, the standard formulation of the BEM degenerates for crack problems.
In the first chapter of this thesis, we present the Traction Boundary Element Equation
(TBEM) that is a modified BEM formulation capable of dealing with the scattering due to
cracks of zero thickness. The stress fundamental solutions for the full homogeneous
space due to line-loads and line-dipoles are the conventional building blocks to study
cracks in unbounded media via the TBEM. We present these fundamental solutions for
the plain strain cases and propose a simple indirect approach for the analytical evaluation
of the hyper-singular integrals that occur in the application of the TBEM. The existence
of these integrals is a major obstacle for the proliferation in the use of the TBEM in the
engineering practice, and the introduction of simple approaches to their evaluation should
always be welcome. We test satisfactorily the adequacy of the TBEM and the hyper-
singular integrals evaluation by studying the scattering of plane waves by a Griffith crack
and comparing with known analytical solutions.
The second chapter presents some simple solutions to waves propagating in plates. These
serve as an introduction to the topic of waves in layered media, and their careful analysis
presents some interesting insight about the near field behavior and its convergence for
both displacements and stresses. We reflect here on these convergence issues, and
propose some acceleration techniques. Though of not much practical interest, the
fundamental solutions presented in this chapter can be easily combined with the TBEM
to study scattering problems.
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In the third chapter of the thesis, we introduce the Thin-Layer Method (TLM), which is a
powerful tool for the analysis of waves in layered media. It has already been shown
elsewhere the high effectiveness of the TLM to analyze the propagation of waves in
layered media. We focus here in the particular aspects regarding with its application to
the TBEM: the near field and the computation of stresses. First, we perform various
convergence analyses, in which we compare linear vs. quadratic layers and the consistent
stresses in the TLM (based on equilibrium), with those obtained by differentiation from
the TLM displacements. As expected, the quadratic interpolation gives better results than
the linear one for equal total number of degrees of freedom. On the other hand, the
consistent stresses are significantly superior to the no-consistent ones, obtaining a degree
of accuracy close to that of the displacements for the same total number of degrees of
freedom. This interesting result further validates the use of the TLM with the TBEM.
Paradoxically, the TLM shows even a faster convergence rate than the continuous modal
solutions presented in the previous chapter for the representation of the near field
stresses. This can be explained however by the fact that the TLM accepts discontinuities
at the thin-layers interfaces, while the modal solutions not. In summary, the performed
analyses confirm the adequacy of the TLM as a source of fundamental solutions for the
application of Boundary Integral Methods to layered media.
In the next two chapters, we turn our attention to the more practical problem of detecting
delaminations in plates. We use the model developed in the previous chapters to simulate
plates with different cracks, and with these synthetics, we test different approaches to
detect delaminations.
The two most common NDE techniques in concrete plates, sounding and impact-echo,
are based in simplifications of the frequency response of delaminated plates when excited
on top of the delamination. To better assess the capabilities and limitations of these two
methods, we make in the fourth chapter a parametric analysis of this response for cracks
of various depths and sizes. Our study shows the large influence of the drum modes (low
frequency bending modes) in the response of shallow delaminations, and how the energy
in these modes is trapped in the delamination, it does not flow away from it. In addition,
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we show that the drum modes carry valuable information about the size of the
delaminations.
The analysis with regard to the impact-echo is inconclusive. A significant number of
times, the echoes due to delaminations are hard to identify or not present at all. In
general, the delamination must be of considerable size (1.5 or 2 times larger than the
thickness of the plate at least) to produce a noticeable resonance related to its depth. For
very deep cracks, the delamination and the full-thickness resonance overlap. In real test
under these conditions, we would most likely see just one peak shifted to the right of the
full-thickness frequency. Moreover, sometimes we can still see the full thickness
resonance regardless of the crack.
In summary, the response in the low frequency range is the safest bet to detect and
estimate shallow cracks. On the other hand, the impact-echo would allow us to identify
deep rather large delaminations or thickness-loss over large areas.
In the fifth chapter, we approach the problem of detecting delaminations in plates from a
different and somehow new perspective. In this chapter, we use arrays of sensors to
decompose the response into the wave-guide modes in the plate and study how
delaminations affect the contribution of these modes. These approach present two clear
advantages, it allows the scanning of large areas with just one experiments and the
underlying mathematical model (modal response of plates) is not a gross local
simplification of the plate, but applicable overall and accurate. In the downside, the
experimental layout and required signal processing is more involved.
In this chapter, we show the significant impact that a delamination can have on the modes
and how the size and depth of the crack modifies this impact. We also show that this
approach can detect both far and deep delaminations. Finally, we suggest a procedure to
estimate the location of the crack along the axis of the plate.
This novel approach can be very useful for the detection and estimation of cracks,
especially when combined with a powerful and efficient forward modeling tool, such as
the one developed in this thesis.
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